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An application of OpenFoam 

The reduction in drag when drafting behind a tractor trailer on a highway 

 

“Drafting” is a type of tail-gating.  It can be described as driving closely behind the vehicle in front in 

order to reduce the drag on one’s own vehicle. 

 

In this paper, we will look at the aerodynamics of two vehicles travelling in a straight line at constant 

speed, with one vehicle following closely behind the other.  The vertical planes of symmetry of the two 

vehicles are the same, in other words, the following vehicle in centered behind the leading vehicle.  In this 

paper, the leading vehicle is a highway tractor trailer, pulling a typical North American 53-foot trailer.  

The following vehicle is a Dodge Grand Caravan.  We will look at three constant speeds: 100 kilometers 

per hour (equal to 27.778 meters per second and to 62.14 miles per hour), 110kph (equal to 30.556 m/s 

and to 68.35mph) and 120kph (equal to 33.333 m/s and to 74.56mph).  We will look at seven separation 

distances, in which the front of the Grand Caravan is 20, 17.5, 15, 12.5, 10, 7.5 or 5 meters behind the 

rear doors of the tractor trailer.  In English units, these separation distances range from 65.62 feet (equal 

to 20 meters) to 16.4 feet (equal to 5 meters).  We will also look at the Dodge Grand Caravan and tractor 

trailer travelling alone in a straight line at constant speed.  

 

The aerodynamics will be solved using “OpenFoam”, a set of open-source programs which can solve 

partial differential equations in three dimensions, including those which describe aerodynamics.  Since it 

is open-source, it is available for free on the internet.  It has found a wide following in academia, which 

has led to the availability of a surprisingly wide range of sub-programs for various physical situations. 

 

The following figure shows the mathematical models used for the tractor trailer and the Dodge Grand 

Caravan.  The overall outside dimensions of the vehicles are given. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following figure gives a better view of the bottom surfaces and tires.  It shows the vehicles from 

behind and below on the left side. 
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The vehicle models are quite crude.  For example, excluding the wheels, the Dodge Grand Caravan is 

modeled using eleven planar surfaces: two on either side, two on the back, three on the front, two on the 

bottom and one for the roof.  This was done to make digitizing the surface (which I did by hand) a little 

easier.   

 

Even so, I expect that the crudeness of the vehicles’ representation will not disguise the important 

conclusions to be obtained from the analysis.  There is a reason for this.  The tractor trailer is a very bluff 

body.  The airflow in its wake will be determined primarily by the separation which occurs around the 

perimeter of its rear doors.  The net aerodynamic force acting on the tractor trailer is dominated by the 

pressure differentials (the “form drag”) between its forward-facing and rearward-facing surfaces rather 

than by the viscous friction (the “boundary layer drag”) of the air sliding along its sides.  The Dodge 

Grand Caravan is also a bluff body, in which the pressure forces swamp the viscous forces.  I hypothesize 

that the “accuracy” of the mathematical model we will use for the turbulence is not so great as to warrant 

a finer rendition of the two vehicles. 

 

Neither vehicle model includes the streamlined surfaces found on the real vehicle.  On the other hand, 

neither model includes the rear-view mirrors, rough underside and gaps and protrusions which increase 

the drag on their physical counterparts. 

 

This paper is intended to study the change in the drag as the distance between the vehicles (the 

“separation” distance) changes.  Even if the absolute values of the drag calculated are less accurate than 

more detailed modeling would give, the relative changes in the drag may still be quite good.  After all, 

whatever gaps or protrusions exist on the two vehicles are the same at all separation distances. 

 

Appendix “A” attached hereto contains side-view and end-view drawings which give the physical co-

ordinates of the vertices which define the planar surfaces of the tractor trailer.  Appendix “B” does the 

same for the Dodge Grand Caravan.  (These drawings in these two appendices were made using 

TurboCAD Learning Edition, available free on the internet.  The figures on the previous page were made 

using Google’s SketchUp, also available free on the internet.) 

 

It takes a fair amount of effort to digitize the surface of a vehicle, even as crudely as I have done.  Having 

invested the effort, it is natural to focus on the vehicles’ surfaces as the most important part of the study.  

But that is not the case.  One must bear in mind that what OpenFoam examines is not the surfaces of the 

vehicles per se, or even the volumes enclosed by these surfaces.  Instead, it is the air outside of the 

vehicles.  The surfaces of the vehicles constitute the inner surface of whatever region of the atmosphere 

we will instruct OpenFoam to examine.  We therefore need to define some outer surface to surround the 

volume of air we wish to study.  We could, for example, place the tractor trailer and the Dodge Grand 

Caravan inside a cube of air 200 meters long on each side. 

 

CFD (“computational fluid dynamics”) places some practical constraints on our choice of this outer 

surface.  CFD is a numerical procedure to solve the partial differential equations which describe the air at 

all points inside the three-dimensional region we choose to study.  The region is divided up into a large 

number of small bits, which I will call volume elements.  The volume elements can be parallelepipeds 

(solids with six faces, in which opposing faces are parallel planes), tetrahedral (solids with four triangular 

faces, like pyramids) or more complicated objects.  The entire region must be divided up so that each 

point lies inside one, and only one, of the volume elements.  CFD does not solve the partial differential 

equations continuously throughout the region of study, but instead solves them at one spatial point inside 

each volume element.  The conditions of the air at this one point are assumed to exist throughout the 

whole of the volume element.  Similarly, CFD does not solve the partial differential equations 

continuously through time, but instead solves them at certain discrete intervals.  Digitizing space and time 

introduces error, but this error can usually be reduced by making the volume elements smaller and the 
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time steps shorter.  The error is also reduced by making the volume elements as compact as possible – the 

conditions of the air inside volume elements which are long and skinny or whose faces are severely non-

orthogonal can vary so widely that representing them by the conditions at a single point is a poor 

approximation. 

 

Every computer is limited in its RAM memory and processing speed.  This limits the number of volume 

elements the computer can handle.  Since we want the volume elements to be as small as possible, the 

tendency would be to make the region of air under study as small as possible.  In other words, it is helpful 

to make the surrounding boundary as small as possible. 

 

But, CFD imposes a conflicting requirement.  To solve the partial differential equations in any given 

volume element, CFD needs to know the conditions of the air in the neighboring volume elements.  The 

conditions of the air in those neighboring volume elements depend on the conditions of the air in their 

neighbors, and so on.  This dependency continues until one reaches the edges, or boundary, of the region 

of air being studies.  On the “inside” of our region, the physical boundary is the surface of the vehicles.  

On the bottom, the physical boundary is the highway / ground.  But on the sides, ends and top (if the 

region of study is chosen to be a rectangular parallelepiped), the physical boundary is just more air.  In 

most situations, one can make enough assumptions to specify the conditions of the air on the surface of 

the vehicles and on the ground.  But, what if the physical boundary is just more air?  The best we can do 

in that case is to assume that the physical boundary is far enough away from the vehicles that the air is 

undisturbed, and therefore has the same conditions as the air far ahead of the vehicles.  To achieve this 

end, it would be helpful to make the surrounding boundary as big as possible. 

 

Let’s be optimistic and use the cube of air 200 meters long on each side.  And, let’s divide this region into 

volume elements which are one cubic millimeter in size.  The mesh would contain 200,000
3
, or 8 10

15
, 

volume elements.  This is well beyond current computer capability.  Let us say that a big project for a 

desktop computer contains five million volume elements.   

 

Obviously, some compromise is needed when picking the size of the boundary volume and the fineness of 

the mesh into which it is sub-divided.  Let me describe where I began.  The following figure shows the 

size and dimensions of the boundary volume of my first mesh, which I will call Mesh #A.  All of the 

dimensions are in meters. 

 

Mesh #A 

 

End view      Side view 

                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The boundary volume is 67.2 meters long, 12 meters high and 16 meters wide.  The vehicles are 

travelling towards the left.  The tractor trailer and Dodge Grand Caravan are shown in this figure at their 

minimum separation distance: 5 meters.  This leaves 14 meters of clear air in front of the tractor trailer 

and 21 meters of clear air behind the Dodge Grand Caravan.  The clear space behind the Dodge Grand 

Caravan anticipates cases where the separation distance is greater than 5m.   
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Let’s call this assembly a virtual “wind tunnel”, because that is exactly how we can imagine the air to be  

flowing.  In real life, of course, the tractor trailer and van would be moving towards the left through still 

air.  The physics and aerodynamics are the same if we imagine the two vehicles to be at rest and the air to 

be moving towards the right at the speedometer speed.  (I will note in passing that this paper considers 

only the case of still air and zero cross-wind.)  In our virtual wind tunnel, the air flows in from the left and 

flows out towards the right.   

 

Now consider the end-view of the wind tunnel.  The cross-section is 16 meters wide and 12 meters high.  

This is about three times the height of the tractor trailer but more than three times the width.  I anticipate 

that more air will be forced around the sides of the tractor trailer than the top, and the extra width is 

intended to compensate for this. 

 

I will note in passing that I modeled both sides of the convoy.  Although the physical configuration is 

symmetrical about the vertical plane passing longitudinally down the middle of the wind tunnel, I did not 

want to risk “losing” some of the effects of cross-wise turbulence by modeling only a half-plane. 

 

In order to set things up for CFD, the next step is to discretize the air which is inside the wind tunnel and 

outside of the vehicles.  The process of discretizing the air is called “meshing” and the result of the 

process is called a “mesh”.  For this task, I used another open-source application called GMesh.  I found 

GMesh pretty easy to use, even for a novice like myself. 

 

Conceptually, GMesh needs two sets of input data.  The first set of input data is a description of the exact 

boundary which exactly surrounds the air to be analyzed.  In our case, the boundary is put together from 

three separate solids.  There are the solids which represent the tractor trailer and the Dodge Grand 

Caravan.  There is the solid defined by the six faces of the wind tunnel: the two sides, top and bottom, and 

the two ends.  The net volume of interest to us is what is left when the first two solids are subtracted from 

the third.  GMesh does this kind of subtraction handily. 

 

The second set of input data required by GMesh is a statement of the desired size of the mesh at various 

places inside the wind tunnel.  What one specifies for GMesh is a “characteristic length” at every vertex 

which is used to define the edge of one of the plane surfaces.  GMesh will sort things out and try to sub-

divide the region into volume elements (GMesh produces tetrahedra) whose edge lengths are as close as 

possible to the characteristic lengths in the neighborhood of the vertices for which they were specified.  In 

between the vertices, GMesh interpolates the edge lengths.  The characteristic lengths which I used in 

Mesh #A are the following. 

 

At all vertices of the Dodge Grand Caravan  2.5 centimeters 

At all vertices on the front of the tractor trailer  7.5 centimeters 

At all other vertices of the tractor trailer   5 centimeters 

At the four ground-level corners of the wind tunnel 25 centimeters 

At the four top corners of the wind tunnel  50 centimeters 

 

Ah, but we are not quite finished.  It is often done that the objects of interest – the vehicles in our case – 

are surrounded by a “box”, which is introduced so that the mesh can be made finer close to the vehicles 

without unduly increasing the total number of volume elements in the whole grid.  I introduced two such 

boxes, which I will call “inner” boxes.  The Dodge Grand Caravan’s inner box is a parallelepiped which 

clears the extreme-most vertices on its surface by 75 centimeters.  The tractor trailer’s inner box is a 

parallelepiped which clears the extreme-most vertices on its surface by 75 centimeters.  I specified a 

characteristic length of 7.5 centimeters at all eight corners of the Dodge Grand Caravan’s inner box and a 

characteristic length of 10 centimeters at all eight corners of the tractor trailer’s inner box.  The following 

figure shows the configuration with the inner boxes. 
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The inner boxes are not physical surfaces, of course.  They are notional constructs whose sole purpose is 

to enable characteristic lengths to be specified at arbitrary points in the wind tunnel. 

 

Not content with one good thing, I added a second box, which I will call the “outer” box.  I defined the 

outer box as yet another parallelepiped, which clears by 0.75m the extreme-most vertices on the two inner 

boxes.  I specified a characteristic length of 15 centimeters at all eight corners of the outer box.  The 

following figure shows how the outer box just clears the two inner boxes. 

The foregoing pictures of the vehicles in the wind tunnel were generated by GMesh as it read the input 

files, which are simply .txt files (which can be created or edited using Notepad on Windows computers or 

gedit on Linux computers).  I have attached as Appendix “C” a listing of the .txt files from which Mesh 

#A was created.  There are six files, as follows, which do as their names suggest. 

 

WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.txt 

OuterBox.geo.txt 

TractorTrailerInnerBox.geo.txt 

DodgeGrandCaravanInnerBox.geo.txt 

TractorTrailer.geo.txt 

DodgeGrandCaravan.geo.txt 

 

The first file – WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.txt is the master file for Mesh #A.  It imports the other five 

files when needed.  The principal parameters, such as the spacing of the vehicles and the characteristic 

lengths, are all defined in WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.txt.  It is the only file which needs to be edited 

to change the separation between the vehicles, for example. 

 

Once GMesh has opened the text files, the mesh is created by clicking on the Mesh --> 3D button.  The 

computer I used has dual 3.4GHz Pentium processors and 2GB of RAM memory.  Meshing the planar 

surfaces took 24.6 seconds.  Creating the three-dimensional mesh took 283.0 seconds and used up to 

71.8% of the RAM memory.  The mesh contains 405,930 points, 1,114,696 edges, 742,580 faces, 557,220 

vertices and 3,311,165 elements. 
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The next step is to optimize the mesh, to fix volume elements which are too oddly-shaped or awkwardly-

sized.  This is done by clicking on the Mesh --> Optimize3D button.  The optimization is done for four 

regions separately.  The four regions are: (i) the volume inside the wind tunnel but outside of the outer 

box, which is identified as Volume #4026, (ii) the volume inside the outer box but outside of the two 

inner boxes, which is identified as Volume #3027, (iii) the volume which is outside of the tractor trailer’s 

surface but inside its inner box, which is identified as Volume #2227 and (iv) the volume which is outside 

of the Dodge Grand Caravan’s surface but inside its inner box, which is identified as Volume #227.  

Optimizing3D took 896.4 seconds on my computer and improved the mesh in the following way. 

 

                   Illegal tetrahedra 

 Volume                Number of elements  before after 

 Caravan’s inner box (#227)     537,458    21.0%    4,289    0 

 Tractor trailer’s inner box (#2227)    953,279    37.3%      7,527    0 

 Outer box (#3027)      589,946    23.1%    4,636    0 

 Wind tunnel (#4026)     476,880    18.6%     3,614    1 

      2,557,563  100.0% 

 

GMesh calls a given tetrahedron “illegal” if its Quality figure exceeds 0.1.  Optimization reduced the 

number of such tetrahedral from twenty thousand to one. 

 

Sometimes, one can make further improvements to the quality of the tetrahedra by running “Netgen”, 

which one does in GMesh by clicking on the Mesh --> Optimize3D (Netgen) button.  For Mesh #A, 

though, this failed.  There was insufficient memory for Netgen. 

 

The following figures show the mesh on certain selected surfaces: the left wall of the wind tunnel, the left 

side of the tractor trailer and the left side of the Dodge Grand Caravan, respectively.  This will give some 

idea of the size of the volume elements with respect to the physical objects involved. 

 

 

 

 

67.2m 

22.2m 
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After GMesh has created and optimized the mesh, the details of the mesh are saved in an output .txt file.  

By default, GMesh uses the same name as the input file.  In our case, the mesh is saved with the name 

WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh.  Although it is just a .txt file, the extension .msh indicates that the 

contents have a certain format. 

 

Using OpenFoam on Mesh #A 

 

Everything up to this point has been aimed at describing and discretizing a volume of space, the air inside 

of which will be analyzed using OpenFoam.  The first step in using OpenFoam is to ensure that 

OpenFoam understands the mesh created by GMesh.  Let me describe the so-called “case directory”, 

which is the name of the directory on one’s hard drive which contains all of the files needed for a specific 

problem.  I will use the name “Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A” as the name of the case directory for the 

problem using the geometry of Mesh #A and assuming that the two vehicles travel at 120kph.  At the start 

of a problem, the case directory will contain three sub-directories and one file, as follows: 

 

 Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 |-- 0 

 |-- constant 

 |-- system 

 |-- WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh 

 

I will explain presently what the three sub-directories are.  In the meantime, let me just note two things.  

Firstly, the file WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh is the text file created by GMesh, which has been 

copied into this case directory.  Secondly, the case directory is located on a computer running Linux.  

Although GMesh runs equally well on Windows XP and Linux, OpenFoam does not.  At the present time, 

OpenFoam applications must be run on Linux.  (Incidentally, I use version Ubuntu 10.04 of Linux.)  It 

will be helpful to know that my computer’s name is “jim” and that the above case directory is located in 

another directory called “Drafting” which is located on the desktop. 

 

As with most things Linux, commands are executed in “terminal mode”, not unlike the MS-DOS of 

ancient history.  To enter instructions for OpenFoam, one starts a new terminal window, “changes to” the 

case directory and then types in the command.  As an example, one types through the following steps to 

see if OpenFoam understands the mesh created by GMesh. 

 

 

4.8701m 

case directory 

three subdirectories 

mesh file created by GMesh 
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jim@jim:~$ cd Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ gmshToFoam WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh 

 

 

 

 

If things go well, and OpenFoam understands the mesh, it will create some new files whose contents 

describe the mesh in a way which OpenFoam prefers.  These new files will be saved in a directory named 

“polyMesh”, which will be a sub-directory inside the “constant” sub-directory.  Expanding the case 

directory will show that it now contains the following directories and files. 

 

 Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 |-- 0 

 |-- constant 

 | |-- polyMesh 

 |  |-- sets 

 |  | |-- Internal 

 |  |-- boundary 

 |  |-- cellZones 

 |  |-- faces 

 |  |-- faceZones 

 |  |-- neighbour 

 |  |-- owner 

 |  |-- points 

 |  |-- pointZones 

 |-- system 

 |-- WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh 

 

All of the new information, about the mesh, is stored inside the “constant” sub-directory because it will 

remain constant throughout the calculations.  If the conversion gmshToFoam went well, then the sub-

directory “constant/polyMesh/sets” will contain a single file, whose name will be “Internal” or whatever 

other name you gave to the region of air inside the wind tunnel.  If things do not go well, OpenFoam will 

write other files into this sub-directory, such as lists of unidentified cells, severely non-orthogonal cells or 

non-closed surfaces.  Files with names like “faces” and “points” contain information about the faces and 

vertices of the mesh.  Note that OpenFoam keeps assigns an owner to each face and keep track of its 

neighbors.   

 

It is the file named “boundary” which gets the most attention.  For now, let me say only that this file is a 

list of the planar surfaces which collectively make up the surface bounding the air inside the region of 

study.  If you prepared the GMesh .txt files correctly, each surface will be identified by name.  In due 

course, we will have to assign boundary conditions for each of these surfaces. 

 

the text in blue is the prompt I get when starting a new terminal window 

the text in black is the command to change the directory to the case directory 

the text in blue is the prompt when one is in the case directory 

the text in black converts GMesh’s mesh to OpenFoam’s format 
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There is one more preparatory step before we get into the aerodynamics.  As I have explained, the 

instruction gmshToFoam  converts the GMesh .msh file into the format which OpenFoam prefers.  One 

should run a sister instruction, called “checkMesh”.  This is executed by typing the following in the 

terminal window at the level of the case directory. 

 
jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ checkMesh 

 

checkMesh examines all of the volume elements in the mesh and identifies potential problems.  When 

Mesh#A from above is checked, OpenFoam reports that there are 2,412,184 tetrahedra in the mesh and 

that eight of them are “severely non-orthogonal”.  (GMesh uses a different formula to compute its figure 

of Quality.)  Unfortunately, I was unable to do anything about these eight volume elements.  As I 

described above, my computer does not have enough RAM to run GMesh’s “Optimize3D (Netgen)”.  

Fortunately, checkMesh did not consider the degree of non-orthogonality to be fatal, and still finished up 

with the two magic words: “Mesh OK”. 

 

Choosing the solver and the turbulence model 

 

Modeling air is difficult.  It has a number of physical properties – velocity, pressure, density, viscosity, 

temperature, and so on.  The properties can change from point-to-point in space and they can change with 

time.  It can be argued that the partial differential equations developed by Messrs. Navier and Stokes are 

the most comprehensive mathematical model for air yet seen.  In theory, a numerical method using their 

equations with a very fine mesh and very short time steps is possible.  Doing this in practice, called 

“DNS” or direct numerical simulation, is beyond the capability of current supercomputers except for 

problems with quite low Reynolds numbers.   

 

Practical numerical methods usually begin by assuming away certain physical properties.  In our case, for 

example, the speed of the vehicles (120kph or less) is low enough compared with the speed of sound 

(1,236kph) that we can ignore the effects of compressibility.  This is tantamount to assuming that the air 

has a constant density, which we will assume is equal to 1.225 kg/m
3
.  We will also neglect changes in the 

temperature of the air. 

 

But, we cannot ignore the viscosity of the air.  Would that we could, because the effects of viscosity are 

very hard to model.  Although the viscosity of air is relatively small, it is the cause of vortices and eddies 

whose consumption of energy has a significant impact on the airflow.  The effects of viscosity are often 

described as coming in two parts.  One part is the so-called “boundary layer”, which is the retarding force 

of air as it moves (or not) along a physical surface.  As one moves downstream from the leading edge of 

the surface, the boundary layer becomes thicker and thicker as the flow of the air near the surface ceases 

to be uniform.  Different mathematical models have been proposed to estimate the conditions in the 

boundary layer in different circumstances.  The second part of the effect of viscosity is the “form” drag, 

or “pressure” drag.  This is caused by the net difference between the pressure acting on the upstream side 

of the object relative to the pressure acting on its downstream side.  This is, arguably, even more difficult 

to model than the boundary layer. 

 

For bodies which are highly streamlined, useful results can be obtained even assuming that the viscosity 

is zero.  For streamlined bodies, the boundary layer drag, or “viscous” drag, is usually much greater than 

the form drag.  Attention can be focused on the boundary layer.  In some case, useful results can be 

obtained even if the boundary layer is ignored entirely.  The vehicles in our study are bluff bodies, and the 

form drag will probably be much greater than the viscous drag.  We will, therefore, have to choose a 

model for the turbulence. 
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One other thing: time.  We are not so much interested in the airflow at one particular instant in time.  We 

are more interested in the time-averaged airflow, and the corresponding time-averaged forces on the 

vehicles.  In the jargon of the aerodynamicists, we are interested in the “steady-state” solution for the 

airflow. 

 

OpenFoam offers a variety of solvers, geared for a variety of physical situations.  The one that seems to 

suit our problem best is called “simpleFoam”.  simpleFoam is a steady-state solver for incompressible, 

turbulent flow.  This is exactly the type of airflow we are looking at. 

 

We also need to specify a turbulence model.  Two widely-used models are “LES” and “k-ε”.  LES stands 

for large-eddy simulation.  k-ε, pronounced kay-epsilon, names the two principal parameters of the 

model.  LES is based on a statistical theory of eddies pioneered by the Russian mathematician Andrey 

Kolmogorov in the early 1940s.  Kolmogorov approached eddies (circular airflows) by separating them 

into groups with different length scales.  The size of the largest eddies experienced in a particular 

situation would be determined by the geometry of the surfaces.  Most of the kinetic energy of the 

turbulence is contained in these largest-scale eddies.  Energy from the largest-scale eddies will be 

transferred into eddies with smaller lengths.  In due course, the energy will cascade down through eddies 

of smaller and smaller lengths until it reaches a scale where molecular diffusion is important.  Here, the 

energy will be dissipated as heat.  Needless to say, modeling the largest-scale eddies and the rate at which 

energy cascades down through the length scales is very difficult. 

 

The k-ε model takes a simpler but more direct approach, but still focuses on the energy in the turbulent 

motion.  It uses two principal parameters which are solved using two equations.  The first parameter “k” 

is the turbulent kinetic energy.  It is a measure of the energy in the turbulent motion at each point in the 

region.  The second parameter “ε” is the turbulent dissipation, which measures the rate at which energy is 

removed from the turbulent motion. 

 

The original formulation of the k-ε model, called the “standard” k-ε model, was found to give good 

results in problems where the pressure gradient was small.  When the pressure gradient was large, or 

adverse, or extreme separation was encountered, the accuracy was greatly reduced.  A partial remedy was 

provided by the “RNG” k-ε model.  This model was developed by normalizing the Navier-Stokes 

equations to account for differences which arise at very small length scales.  In the standard k-ε model, 

the eddy-viscosity is determined for a single length scale.  Physically, all scales of eddies contribute to the 

energy transfers.  By statistically grouping different scales of eddies (RNG stands for “Re-Normalization 

Group”), k and ε are modified to account for the effects of all scales.  The RNG k-ε model has been found 

to be suitable for more complex flows, including massive separation and vortex-shedding behind bluff 

bodies.  A third variant – the “realizable” k-ε model – attacks a different deficiency of the “standard” k-ε 

model.  Under some physical conditions, like adverse pressure gradients, the latter predicts negative 

values for the normal component of the Reynolds stress tensor.  Physically, this would require that the 

particles of air separate from each other, an impossible or non-realizable event.  This deficiency was 

remedied in the realizable k-ε model by allowing one of the other parameters in the model to vary.  In 

addition, the equation for the dissipation rate ε was modified to account better for a certain axisymmetric 

phenomena, namely, the rate at which jets of fluid spread.  It has been found that the realizable k-ε model 

usually does as good a job as the RNG k-ε model and is more robust (easier for the numerical procedure 

to home in on the answer) as well.   

 

I elected to use the realizable k-ε model in this study. 
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Boundaries and boundary conditions 

 

I mentioned above the “boundary” file which OpenFoam creates in directory “constant/polyMesh” when 

it converts the mesh from GMesh’s format.  Appendix “D” is a listing of the boundary file for Mesh#A, 

after certain changes have been made.  The boundary file is a list of all the surfaces which bound the 

region of air which OpenFoam will analyze.  Because of the way the input .txt files for GMesh were 

written, each surface is planar and each surface has a descriptive name.  The boundary file lists the 

surfaces by name and, for each surface, specifies three values.  Two of the values – “nFaces” and 

“startFace” – identify the faces of the volume elements in the mesh which make up the surface.  The 

“faces” file in directory “constant/polyMesh” is an ordered list of all the faces in the mesh.  By specifying 

the index of the first face which touches a surface, and the number of faces which touch the surface, the 

two values uniquely identify all the faces which comprise a surface.  The third value – “type” – is 

OpenFoam’s guess about the type of surface.  OpenFoam’s guesses are not always appropriate and it is 

these values which need to be checked and corrected. 

 

The “type” specified for any given surface tells OpenFoam what kind of boundary conditions will be 

specified for that surface.  There are a variety of types but only three are used in this study: patches, walls 

and symmetryPlanes.  The following figure shows the wind tunnel and the Dodge Grand Caravan.  It is 

annotated to describe the type of boundary conditions which will be specified. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

Let’s look at the inlet and outlet first.  These are the upstream and downstream ends of the wind tunnel, 

respectively.  Since we (hopefully) chose the outside edges of the wind tunnel to be far enough away from 

the vehicles so as not to be affected by their presence, we should find that the conditions of the air all 

across these two faces are constant.  These conditions should be the same as in the undisturbed air far 

upstream.  (Aside: Aerodynamic pressure forces arise because of the difference of pressure on one side of 

an object relative to the other.  Forces are not affected by a change in the ambient pressure, which affects 

the two sides equally.  In this project, we are trying to calculate the forces and moments on two vehicles, 

so we have the opportunity to specify the ambient pressure to any value which is convenient.  It is 

convenient to specify that the pressure of the undisturbed air is zero.) 

 

Because the air at the inlet and outlet should have the same characteristics as the undisturbed air, we 

could simply specify the boundary condition on the two ends as: velocity = 120kph in the -direction and 

pressure = 0.  But, we are not going to do that.  We are going to be slightly more elegant.  We will specify 

120kph 120kph 

Inlet will be a “velocity” patch 

Outlet will be a “pressure” patch 

Sides and top will be symmetryPlanes 

Ground will be a “moving” wall 

Vehicle surfaces will be stationary walls 
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this velocity (120kph in the -direction) on the inlet and this pressure (zero) on the outlet.  But, we will 

specify “zeroGradient” for the pressure on the inlet and the velocity on the outlet.  Why? 

 

The “gradient” is a measure of how quickly a quantity changes as one moves from one point in space to 

another.  If a quantity has a zero gradient at some point in space, then the quantity at neighboring points 

will be the same, plus or minus some very small differential.  Saying that the pressure at the inlet has a 

zero gradient is the same as saying that the pressure does not change from one point in space to the next. 

 

The correct solution for the airflow will satisfy both sets of boundary conditions.  For example, the air 

speed at the outlet will be 120 kph and it will have a zero gradient.  The difference between the two sets 

of boundary conditions is what happens during the calculations which lead to the correct solution. 

 

In our problem, we basically have three equations, or rather sets of equations.  There are equations which 

allow us to calculate the three components of the air speed (which OpenFoam calls “Ux”, “Uy” and 

“Uz”).  There are equations which allow us to calculate the pressure (which OpenFoam calls “p”).  And, 

there are equations which allow us to calculate k and ε (which OpenFoam calls “k” and “epsilon”).  Each 

set of equations depends on the values of the variables in the other two sets.  A simultaneous solution of 

all these equations is not possible.  OpenFoam solves them by successive iteration.  It cycles through the 

three sets of equations, using the most recent values for the variables it needs.  Each cycle should produce 

values for Ux, Uy, Uz, p, k and epsilon (one set of values for the representative point in each volume 

element) which are closer to the correct solution.  Of course, OpenFoam does not know the correct 

solution so it does not have the luxury of knowing how to change the variables from one iteration to the 

next.  What OpenFoam does instead is to examine the consistency of the six variables.  When it tackles 

the set of equations for a variable such as p, it compares its most recent value for p with the value for p 

which the most recent values for Ux, Uy, Uz, k and epsilon generate.  The difference (which OpenFoam 

calls a “residual”) informs OpenFoam what changes to make during the present iteration.  Sometimes, it is 

useful to instruct OpenFoam to respond aggressively to such differences, and to make big changes to the 

variables from one iteration to the next.  But, that can cause an iteration to overshoot the correct solution.  

If the overshoot is too great, the next iteration will produce values for the variables which are even further 

from the correct solution.  One says that the process is “diverging”.  The user can determine how 

aggressively OpenFoam should respond to the residuals by changing the so-called “under-relaxation 

factors”.   

 

Let’s go back to the two sets of boundary conditions.  The zeroGradient specification for a boundary 

surface is in a sense “softer” than the direct specification of a number.  The latter specification forces 

OpenFoam to absorb much more change per iteration than the former.  For a volume element neighboring 

the boundary, OpenFoam has to try to leap all the way from the current air conditions to the specified 

boundary values in a single iteration.  This can cause instability.  A zeroGradient specification allows 

OpenFoam to spread the change over more iterations. 

 

It is for the same reason that the two sides and top of the wind tunnel are defined as symmetryPlanes.  

Likes the two ends of the wind tunnel, they are (hopefully) far enough away from the vehicles that the 

conditions of the air should be U=120 kph and p=0.  Rather than say so directly, we will impose the 

softer condition that the airflow be symmetric across those three faces.  Symmetry in this case requires 

that the conditions of the air immediately to one side of the face be the mirror-image of the conditions of 

the air immediately on the other side of the face.  This is a condition which affects vector quantities, like 

velocity, but not scalar quantities, like pressure.  OpenFoam will quickly damp out any component of 

velocity which is normal to the boundary surface.  More gradually, the components of velocity which lie 

in the plane of the boundary surface will be oriented from the inlet to the outlet.  As the velocity stabilizes 

at U=120 kph on the boundary surface, the scalar quantities will fall into line at the values of the 

undisturbed air flow. 
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Now, let’s consider the floor of the wind tunnel, which physically is the highway.  This is a hard surface, 

which openFoam calls walls.  We will model the highway as a wall, which moves at the same speed as 

the air.  Since the highway moves at the same speed as the air through the wind tunnel, the relative speed 

of the highway with respect to the air is zero.  This reflects the physical reality that we are modeling a 

calm day, and that there is no wind along or across the highway. 

 

The boundary conditions are set out in four files which are lodged inside the “0” sub-directory in the case 

directory.  The description above focused on the velocity and pressure but it is necessary to specify 

boundary conditions for k and ε as well.  (Aside: These four files are text files and could be created 

directly using a text editor.  It is usually much more convenient to find an OpenFoam case similar to the 

one desired and to copy it into the case directory for use as a starting point.  The OpenFoam tutorials 

contain a number of useful samples which can be used for this purpose.)  In any event, when the four files 

have been created, the case directory will look like the following. 

 

 Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 |-- 0 

 | |-- epsilon 

 | |-- k 

 | |-- p 

 | |-- U 

 |-- constant 

 | |-- polyMesh 

 |  |-- sets 

 |  | |-- Internal 

 |  |-- boundary 

 |  |-- cellZones 

 |  |-- faces 

 |  |-- faceZones 

 |  |-- neighbour 

 |  |-- owner 

 |  |-- points 

 |  |-- pointZones 

 |-- system 

 |-- WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh 

 

I have set out in Appendix “E” the contents of the “epsilon”, “k”, “p” and “U” files for this case.  I will 

just make two observations. 

1. The “boundary” file we looked at above lists each individual surface which makes up the physical 

surface of the air in the wind tunnel.  There are lots of surfaces, even in this case where the 

descriptions of the vehicles is very crude.  The “boundary” file must refer to them individually 

because it also identifies the faces of the volume elements which “belong to” each surface.  The 

four boundary condition files, on the other hand, can aggregate by name.  This is convenient 

when there are lots of surfaces but it does require that the text files which GMesh uses to create 

the mesh adopt a helpful naming convention.  For this project, I gave physical names to all the 

surfaces which make up the Dodge Grand Caravan which have the form 

“Caravan.LeftWindows”, “Caravan.RearPanel” as so forth.  Having done so, all the surfaces of 

which make up the Dodge Grand Caravan can be referred to as a group simply as “Caravan.*”.  

Similarly, all of the surfaces which make up the tractor trailer have the form “TractorTrailer.*”.  

And, in a like fashion, the floors of the two inner boxes (excluding the bottoms of the vehicles’ 

tires), the floor of the outer box (excluding the floors of the two inner boxes) and the floor of the 

wind tunnel (excluding the floor of the outer box) were gives names with the form “Ground.*”. 
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2. I took the boundary values for k and ε from the 2010 Master’s Thesis of Messr. Bastian 

Nebenführ of Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg, Sweden, who studied the aero-

acoustics of certain Volvo cars. 

 

The three “system” files 

 

Three more files are needed to complete the setup of an OpenFoam case.  All three are placed inside the 

“system” sub-directory of the case directory.  The complete case directory with these files present will 

look like this. 

 

 Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 |-- 0 

 | |-- epsilon 

 | |-- k 

 | |-- p 

 | |-- U 

 |-- constant 

 | |-- polyMesh 

 |  |-- sets 

 |  | |-- Internal 

 |  |-- boundary 

 |  |-- cellZones 

 |  |-- faces 

 |  |-- faceZones 

 |  |-- neighbour 

 |  |-- owner 

 |  |-- points 

 |  |-- pointZones 

 |-- system 

 | |--  controlDict 

 | |-- fvSchemes 

 | |-- fvSolution 

 |-- WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#A.geo.msh 

 

I have set out in Appendix “F” the contents of the “controlDict”, “fvSchemes” and “fvSolution” files for 

this case.  The “controlDict” file contains the topmost level of instructions for OpenFoam, and defines 

such things as the maximum number of iterations a run will be permitted to make.  The only unusual 

feature of the “controlDict” file for this project is that it defines two functions which calculate and write 

the forces and moments acting on the vehicles at the end of each iteration.  One function makes the 

calculation for the Dodge Grand Caravan and the other does so for the tractor trailer.  The “fvSchemes” 

file defines how certain mathematical operations, such as interpolation, should be carried out.  The 

“fvSolution” file defines how the equations for the principal variables (Ux, Uy, Uz, p, k and epsilon) are 

to be formulated and solved.  The only unusual feature of the “fvSolution” file for this project is the 

termination condition.  As I described above, OpenFoam iterates towards the correct solution.  Absent 

some other termination condition, OpenFoam will continue its calculations for the maximum number of 

iterations defined in the “controlDict” file.  OpenFoam permits the user to specify target values for the 

residuals.  If and when the values of the residuals are all less than their target values, OpenFoam will stop 

running.  It is standard practice to set the target residuals to 1e-5, or 0.00001.  For the purposes of this 

project, I set the target residuals to 1e-3, or 0.001.  In practice, this means that the calculations stop when 

the forces acting on the vehicles stabilize to within one or two Newtons.  Further refinement, and 

precision, is not really justified given that the vehicles are represented so crudely. 
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Time = 489 

 

smoothSolver:  Solving for Ux, Initial residual = 0.0001481198, Final residual = 1.057303e-05, No Iterations 6 

smoothSolver:  Solving for Uy, Initial residual = 0.0008071919, Final residual = 5.951251e-05, No Iterations 6 

smoothSolver:  Solving for Uz, Initial residual = 0.001554001, Final residual = 0.0001157125, No Iterations 6 

GAMG:  Solving for p, Initial residual = 0.007465652, Final residual = 0.0006723688, No Iterations 1 

GAMG:  Solving for p, Initial residual = 0.001967361, Final residual = 0.0001052658, No Iterations 2 

GAMG:  Solving for p, Initial residual = 0.000883649, Final residual = 7.354605e-05, No Iterations 1 

GAMG:  Solving for p, Initial residual = 0.0002042494, Final residual = 1.735303e-05, No Iterations 2 

GAMG:  Solving for p, Initial residual = 0.0001938159, Final residual = 1.350884e-05, No Iterations 1 

time step continuity errors : sum local = 1.320377e-06, global = -2.090878e-08, cumulative = -1.037152e-06 

smoothSolver:  Solving for epsilon, Initial residual = 0.0002774184, Final residual = 2.010572e-05, No Iterations 3 

smoothSolver:  Solving for k, Initial residual = 0.0003711924, Final residual = 1.981004e-05, No Iterations 4 

ExecutionTime = 9824.46 s  ClockTime = 10402 s 

 

forces output: 

    forces(pressure, viscous)((566.7508 -128.2371 1.679608) (15.73483 1.762127 0.0234475)) 

    moment(pressure, viscous)((-13.41933 -89.24835 -5910.443) (-0.02816122 -0.5493191 60.87392)) 

 

forces output: 

    forces(pressure, viscous)((5070.296 775.4688 -29.61001) (120.1802 6.855417 0.1898995)) 

    moment(pressure, viscous)((-59.83532 749.404 12615.74) (0.5930479 -1.350581 -169.6874)) 

 

The result of running Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A with simpleFoam 

 

Everything is now ready – let the calculations commence!  Once executes simpleFoam (and the other 

solvers available in OpenFoam) from a terminal window opened in the case directory.  The command is 

quite straight-forward, thus: 

 
jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ simpleFoam | tee ofLog.txt 

 

In fact, the only command that is really needed is “simpleFoam”.  The extra bit you see here –  

“| tee ofLog.txt” – is entirely optional.  What it does, though, is useful.  It causes OpenFoam to send the 

output to two destinations.  As is usual, the output appears in the terminal window.  With the “tee” 

command, an exact copy of the output is also written into a text file having the name specified.  This can 

be very useful if one wants to let the job run overnight or, for other reasons, cannot watch the progress of 

the job in real time. 

 

In the case at hand, the output from each iteration has the following form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For steady-state solvers like simpleFoam, the number given for the time step is actually the iteration 

number.  A smoothSolver is being used for the velocity components, and it is taking six iterations for the 

initial residual to be reduced by at least 90%.  The GAMG solver and four non-orthogonal correctors are 

being used for the pressure.  All of the variables except Uz and p have already bettered their 0.001 target 

residuals.  To this point, the calculations have taken 10,402 seconds, or almost three hours.  That the 2GB 

memory of the computer is not quite enough is evidenced by the difference between the ClockTime and 

the ExecutionTime.  This difference is time which the computer has spent moving data between RAM 

memory and the swap area on the hard drive.  The first block of “forces output” applies to the Dodge 

Grand Caravan; the second block of “forces output” applies to the tractor trailer.  The three components 

of the pressure-differential forces and the boundary layer forces are reported separately, as are their 

corresponding moments.  The center of the moment arms was specified in the “controlDict” file to be the 

origin (0, 0, 0) of the wind tunnel, which is the bottom center of the inlet. 

 

I had an ulterior motive in instructing OpenFoam to send a copy of the output to the file “ofLog.txt”.  

(“ofLog” stands for “OpenFoam log file”.)  I have a Python program which can parse this file and 

produce plots of any of the numeric fields written for each iteration.  It can generate plots in real time, 

even when OpenFoam is running.  The following plots show some of what happened during the first 750 

iterations of Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A. 
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The first plot shows the base-10 logarithm of the values of the residuals of all six state variables.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second graph shows the pressure force in the -direction (that is, the lift) acting on the tractor trailer, 

measured in Newtons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third graph shows the pressure force in the -direction (that is, the drag) acting on the Dodge Grand 

Caravan, measured in Newtons.  
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Graphs of the other forces show similar oscillations.  This is not good.  Although the iterations are not 

diverging, in the sense of increasing monotonically without bound, they are not converging either.   

 

As I have said, I set the target residuals for termination at 1e-3, or 0.001.  The base-10 logarithm of 0.001 

is -3.  It is clear from the first graph that neither Uz nor p have reached or will ever reach this target. 

 

An unpleasant interlude of meshing ever finer 

 

Failure of a case to converge is a keen disappointment, just about as bad as not getting the red bicycle for 

Christmas.  Much work has been invested digitizing surfaces, discretizing meshes and preparing files – 

and all for naught. 

 

The problem, obviously, is that the mesh is too coarse.  The remedy, naturally, is to make the mesh finer.  

But this is hard to do because one constructed the mesh originally (as one does) to the limit of the 

computer’s speed and memory. 

 

I tried to tweak the mesh, nipping a bit off here and shrinking a characteristic length there, trying to add 

another million volume elements to the mesh.  The time required to test each new variant increases 

because both GMesh and OpenFoam have a tendency to crash without explanation when memory is 

exhausted and, even when they do not crash, take longer to process the bigger mesh.  As an extra 

measure, I accompanied my testing with a lot of hope and many prayers.   

 

Unfortunately, all my hopes were dashed and all my prayers went unanswered.  None of the meshes I 

tried converged.  In desperation, I turned to that cesspool of knowledge, the internet.  To my great 

surprise, I found pages which indicated that oscillation of residuals and physical variables could occur 

when a mesh was too fine.  This came as a shock – the very thought that a mesh was too fine seemed like 

heresy.  I have never before encountered a numerical method that was not improved in one way or 

another by the use of a shorter time step of length step.  In any event, I chose to give this possibility a try. 

 

Mesh #B – coarser than Mesh #A 

 

I made the following changes to go from Mesh #A to Mesh #B. 

 

1. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices on the surface of the Dodge Grand 

Caravan from 2.5 centimeters to 5 centimeters. 

2. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at the eight vertices of the Dodge Grand 

Caravan’s inner box from 7.5 centimeters to 10 centimeters. 

3. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices on the surface of the tractor trailer 

from 7.5 centimeters on the front and 5 centimeters elsewhere to 10 centimeters everywhere.  I 

left the characteristic length of the mesh at the eight vertices of the tractor trailer’s inner box 

unchanged at 10 centimeters. 

4. I increased the size of the outer box so that it cleared all surfaces on the two inner boxes by 1.75m 

instead of only 0.75 meters. 

5. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at the eight vertices of the outer box from 15 

centimeters to 20 centimeters. 

 

checkMesh reported that the new mesh was comprised of 1,799,982 tetrahedra, a reduction of 

approximately one-quarter from the 2,412,184 tetrahedra in Mesh #A. 

 

The following plot shows the base-10 logarithms of the six residuals during the first 750 iterations of 

simpleFoam using Mesh #B. 
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Mesh #B did not converge either.  The residuals oscillated, just like they did for Mesh #A.  But the 

residuals to settle to slightly lower levels than in Mesh #A.  The physical variables were a little more 

well-behaved than in Mesh #A.  The following graph shows the pressure drag acting on the Dodge Grand 

Caravan.  There is less wandering than there was Mesh #A but close inspection shows that this pressure 

drag (FxVan) is oscillating very gently. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The physical variables associated with the tractor trailer continued to show significant oscillations, so I 

decided to create a Mesh #C which coarsened the mesh around the tractor trailer. 

 

Mesh #C – coarser than Mesh #B around the tractor trailer 

 

I made the following changes to go from Mesh #B to Mesh #C. 

 

1. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices on the surface of the tractor trailer 

from 10 centimeters to 15 centimeters. 

2. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at the eight vertices of the tractor trailer’s inner 

box from 10 centimeters to 15 centimeters. 
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Mesh #C contains only 1,128,320 tetrahedra, a reduction of more than one-third from the number of 

tetrahedral in Mesh #B.  As an additional benefit, checkMesh detected only two severely non-orthogonal 

tetrahedral, versus six in Mesh #B and eight in Mesh #A. 

 

The following plot shows the base-10 logarithms of the six residuals during the first 750 iterations of 

simpleFoam using Mesh #C. 

Although Mesh #C did not converge to the target residuals I had set, it is much better.  The residual for 

the cross-highway component of the air’s velocity (Uz) falls well below 0.001.  The residual for the 

pressure comes very close to 0.001 before entering a series of oscillations.  It would seem that this 

business of coarsening the mesh has put us on the right track. 

 

I introduced the two inner boxes and the outer box for the express purpose of making the mesh finer in the 

immediate neighborhood of the vehicles.  Since we are now heading in completing the opposite direction, 

I decided to create a Mesh #D which removed these three boxes. 

 

Mesh #D – made even coarser than Mesh #C by removing the boxes 

 

I made the following changes to go from Mesh #C to Mesh #D. 

 

1. I removed the two inner boxes and the outer box. 

2. I left unchanged at 5 centimeters the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices on the surface 

of the Dodge Grand Caravan. 

3. I left unchanged at 15 centimeters the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices on the 

surface of the tractor trailer. 

4. I decreased from 25 centimeters to 15 centimeters the characteristic length of the mesh at the four 

bottom corners of the wind tunnel, on the ground. 
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5. I also decreased, from 50 centimeters to 25 centimeters, the characteristic length of the mesh at 

the top corners of the wind tunnel. 

 

Decreasing the characteristic length of the volume elements at the corners of the wind tunnel has only a 

minor effect on the mesh size around the vehicles and is not inconsistent with our goal of coarsening the 

mesh.  When deciding to decrease the mesh size on the ground to 15 centimeters, I was mindful of the 

fact that the inner boxes in the previous three meshes had relatively short characteristic lengths on the 

ground.  I did not want too much coarsening to occur inadvertently when they were removed. 

 

Mesh #D was processed using GMesh in the same way as before, with one exception.  The computer 

memory required for the mesh was now small enough to permit optimization using the “Optimize3D 

(Netgen)” procedure.  Netgen improves the quality of the tetrahedral in a mesh using a different approach 

than “Optimize3D”.  It can also be run more than once, making further improvements to the mesh each 

time.  In any event, I ran “Optimize3D (Netgen)” four times on Mesh #D.      

 

checkMesh reported that Mesh #D contains 1,044,499 tetrahedra.  checkMesh did not report any 

problems.   

 

The following plot shows the base-10 logarithms of the six residuals during the first 750 iterations of 

simpleFoam using Mesh #D. 

Although Mesh #D did not converge to the target residuals I had set, it is better than Mesh #C in that the 

oscillation at the largest scale has mostly disappeared.  Convergence of the physical variables is also 

improved.  The following plot shows the lift (pressure force in the -direction) acting on the tractor trailer 

during the same range of iterations. 
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There remains an oscillation with a period of about 20 iterations and a second higher frequency oscillation 

with a period of about three iterations.  The latter seems to be related to the period of oscillations in the 

forces in the -direction, across the highway, primarily on the Dodge Grand Caravan.  I created one more 

mesh – Mesh #E – to coarsen the mesh around the Dodge Grand Caravan to reduce the -oscillation.  

Mesh #E turned out to be satisfactory and was the last mesh created. 

 

Mesh #E – even coarser than Mesh #D in the neighborhood of the Dodge Grand Caravan 

 

I made the following changes to go from Mesh #D to Mesh #E. 

 

1. I increased the characteristic length of the mesh at all vertices of the surface of the Dodge Grand 

Caravan from 5 centimeters to 7.5 centimeters. 

2. I increased the size of the wind tunnel by one meter in all directions other than the bottom. 

 

Increasing the size of the wind tunnel was done quite arbitrarily.  I was simply responding to that age-old 

dictum: Nature abhors unused computer capacity.  More practically, it never hurts to have extra room on 

the top and sides of an object for the wind to flow through.  One can provide too little clearance, in which 

case the model forces the air to move faster and at lower pressure through the gap than it does in reality, 

but one cannot provide too much clearance. 

 

Like Mesh #D, Mesh #E was optimized (once) using GMesh’s “Optimize3D” procedure and then was 

optimized several times using GMesh’s “Optimize3D (Netgen)” procedure.  When it has finished, Netgen 

produces a table which sets out the number of tetrahedral in the mesh for a range of Quality figures.  The 

ranges are five percentage points wide.  While “Optimize3D” optimized the mesh to the extent that all 

tetrahedra had Quality figures greater than 0.1 (or 10%), the first iteration of “Optimize3D (Netgen)” 

improved the mesh to the point where all tetrahedral had Quality figures greater than 0.2 (or 20%).  The 
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second iteration of “Optimize3D (Netgen)” made further improvements, with the result that all tetrahedral 

had Quality figures greater than 0.25 (or 25%).  The third iteration may have made further improvements, 

but the table indicates that there are still tetrahedral whose Quality figure is in the range 0.25 to 0.3 (or 

25% to 30%).  For Mesh #E and the meshes created when the vehicles were at other separation distances, 

I stopped iterating “Optimize3D (Netgen)” when there was no improvement from one five-percentage 

point range of Quality figures to the next. 

 

checkMesh reported that Mesh #E contains 1,065,526 tetrahedra.  This is slightly more than in Mesh #D.  

There are fewer tetrahedra in the immediate vicinity of the Dodge Grand Caravan but, since the wind 

tunnel has been upsized, there are more around its periphery. 

 

We will see shortly that simpleFoam converged to my termination criteria with Mesh #E.  Since Mesh #E 

was the last mesh created during the process of figuring out a good configuration for the mesh, I will take 

this opportunity to say that Appendix “F” sets out more details about Meshes #A through #E.  In addition, 

Appendix “G” sets out a listing of the .txt file “WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#E.geo.txt”.  Neither Mesh #D nor 

Mesh #E has the two inner boxes or the outer box and the master file used by GMesh must be changed to 

remove all references to them.  It is not necessary to change the files “DodgeGrandCaravan.geo.txt” or 

“TractorTrailer.geo.txt” which describe the surfaces which make up the two vehicles. 

 

Since we have coarsened the mesh quite a bit since we started, it may be useful to have another look at the 

relative sizes of the mesh and the surfaces.  The following figures are a repeat of certain figures above, 

now showing Mesh #E on the left wall of the wind tunnel, the left side of the tractor trailer and the left 

side of the Dodge Grand Caravan, respectively.   
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Mesh #E is coarser than Mesh #A on the surfaces of the vehicles but finer than Mesh #A on the surface of 

the wind tunnel. 

 

I had simpleFoam run Mesh #E out for 750 iterations.  The following plot shows the base-10 logarithms 

of the six residuals during those iterations. 

The most stubborn of the residuals, that for the pressure, became less that the 0.001 target residual value 

after about 200 iterations.  While this satisfied my requirement for successful convergence, it should be 

noted that none of the residuals ever reached or looks likely to ever reach the standard target residual 

value of 0.00001.  Coarsening the mesh even further would likely reduce the asymptotic values of the 

residuals.  But coarsening the mesh carries risks which I do not profess to understand.  Let me explain. 

 

I believe that the problem with oscillating residuals arises because of the goings-on in the realizable k-ε 

turbulence model.  In other words, the velocity and pressure equations do not by themselves give rise to 

the oscillations.  While coarsening the mesh overcomes the shortcomings of the turbulence model, it 

reduces the accuracy achievable by the velocity and pressure equations.  I believe that the latter quantities 

are predicted better with finer meshes rather than coarser meshes.  Coarsening the mesh benefits effects 

which depend on the variables k and ε but only at the expense of effects which depend on the variables p 

and U.  Where the best compromise lies is beyond my ken. 

 

For this reason, I chose not to refine the mesh further, other than to change the separation distance 

between the vehicles and to change the air speed / vehicle speed for the desired cases. 
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An overview of the cases considered 

 

As I described at the outset of this paper, I looked at seven separation distances: 5m, 7.5m, 10m, 12.5m, 

15m, 17.5m, and 20m.  For each separation distance I looked at three speeds: 120kph, 110kph and 

100kph.  These ranges give rise to 21 different cases.  But, there are an additional six cases, which arise 

when each vehicle is placed alone in the wind tunnel at the three different speeds.  Altogether, a total of 

27 cases were run. 

 

All 27 cases converged to my 0.001 target value for the residuals.  Generally speaking, convergence was 

reached in less than 250 iterations.  The single-vehicle cases converged somewhat more quickly, in less 

than 200 iterations. 

 

Only nine different meshes were used for the 27 cases, with each mesh being run at three different speeds.  

Appendix “G” sets out more details about the nine meshes and their creation.   

 

Results – the drag force on the Dodge Grand Caravan 

 

The following plot shows the drag force on the Dodge Grand Caravan.  The drag force is the total force 

acting in the -direction.  Recall that the wind tunnel and vehicles were prepared in a co-ordinate frame of 

reference in which the vehicles travelled in the direction of the negative -axis or, alternatively, the air 

inside the wind tunnel flowed in the direction of the positive -axis.  The drag force shown in the 

following plot is the sum of the pressure drag and the viscous drag.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three curves correspond to the three speeds, as identified in the legend.  The higher the speed, the 

greater the drag.  In fact, close inspection of the plot will show that the separation between the 120kph 

curve and the 110kph curve is greater than the separation between the 110kph curve and the 100kph 

curve.  In other words, the drag is not proportional to the vehicle speed, but rises more quickly than the 

speed. 

 

The configuration when the Dodge Grand Caravan is travelling along on the highway is the right-most 

point on the plot.  The drag is greatest when it is travelling alone.  When the Dodge Grand Caravan is 

drafting behind the tractor trailer, the drag is reduced.  The reduction is substantial. 
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One of the surprising things to see from this plot is how little the drag depends on the exact separation 

distance.  I had assumed that the reduction in drag would be a phenomenon which occurs only when the 

Dodge Grand Caravan was very close – perhaps only one or two vehicle lengths (five or ten meters) – 

behind the tractor trailer.  This does not seem to be the case.  Even when the Dodge Grand Caravan is a 

long way behind the tractor trailer, the reduction in drag is significant.  Note that 20 meters is 

approximately equal to four times the 4.8701 meter-length of the Dodge Grand Caravan.  Of course, any 

bit of cross-wind would disturb this relationship. 

 

Let me illustrate what I had expected to find.  The following figure shows the tractor trailer and, in two 

separate positions, the Dodge Grand Caravan.  Behind the tractor trailer, bounded in red, is what I 

expected to be a low pressure region.  I imagined that this low pressure region would have the shape of a 

cone, not unlike the tail cone of a large aircraft.  I imagined that the apex of the cone would be at about 

the same height as the top of the tractor trailer’s hood, which I imagined would be a principal point of 

flow separation.  I imagined that, when the Dodge Grand Caravan was outside of this cone, it would 

experience pretty much the same forces as when it was travelling alone.  When the van penetrated the 

cone, it would enjoy the benefits of the low pressure region and that those benefits would increase as the 

vehicle nudged up closer and closer to the tractor trailer.  The drag force shown in the previous plot is not 

consistent with what I expected. 

 

 

 

 

 

It is informative to express the drag forces in terms of horsepower.  Let’s consider the case where the 

Dodge Grand Caravan is travelling alone, at 120kph, on the highway.  At a speed of 120kph, the van 

travels 33.3 meters each second.  It must overcome the drag force of 1200 Newtons to do so.  The 

mechanical work done by the van is the product of the force and the distance through which it acts, 

namely, 33.3 meters * 1200 Newtons = 39,960 Joules.  This is the work done each second, so the 

mechanical power (power equals energy divided by time) done by the van is equal to 39,960 Watts.  The 

conversion factor between Watts and horsepower is 746 Watts per horsepower.  Applying this factor 

shows that the van is doing 39,960 / 746 Hp = 53.7 Hp of mechanical work.  In a similar way, we can 

express the drag force for the other cases in terms of horsepower.  The following plot shows the decrease, 

or savings, in horsepower when drafting as opposed to travelling alone. 
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One word of caution.  As I described above, the crudeness with which the vehicles’ surfaces are modeled 

means that the absolute values of the forces calculated may not be really accurate.  But, the relative values 

of forces calculated in different cases is probably much more reliable.  For example, the plot shows that 

drafting at 15 meters requires about 36 Hp.  This is 36 Hp / 54 Hp = 66.7% of the power required to travel 

alone, a savings of one-third. 

 

The two preceding plots are based on the total force on the Dodge Grand Caravan in the downstream 

direction.  The total drag is the sum of two components: (i) the pressure drag resulting from the difference 

in pressure between the front end and rear end of the van, and (ii) the boundary layer drag imparted to the 

vehicle as the air immediately touching its surface is “dragged” toward the rear.  The following plot 

shows the relative contribution made by these two components.  As can be seen, virtually all of the drag is 

pressure drag – the boundary layer contributes only a percent or two to the total drag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s take a look at the total drag acting on the tractor trailer, which is shown in the following plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One Newton is a force approximately equal to the weight of McDonald’s quarter-pounder burger.  When 

travelling alone at 120kph, the tractor trailer is overcoming drag of about 6000 Newtons, or 1500 pounds.  
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This is three-quarters of a ton.  When the Dodge Grand Caravan pulls in behind the tractor trailer, the 

drag on the tractor trailer increases.  Close comparison of the two plots shows that the increase of the drag 

on the tractor trailer is not necessarily the same as the decrease in drag enjoyed by the van.  At longer 

separation distance, of 17.5m and 20m, the exchange is close to 1:1.  But, as the Dodge Grand Caravan 

gets closer and closer to the rear end of the tractor trailer, its effect on the tractor trailer gets less and less.  

In fact, when the Dodge Grand Caravan is 7.5m behind the tractor trailer, or closer, the drag on the tractor 

trailer is even less than when it travels alone. 

 

The following figure shows the relative contributions of the pressure drag and boundary layer drag on the 

tractor trailer when it is travelling at 120kph.  The boundary layer drag is small compared to the pressure 

drag, just like it was for the Dodge Grand Caravan, but not quite as small, relatively speaking, as it was 

for the van.  The sides and top of the trailer are large flat surfaces which give the boundary layer a greater 

footprint on which to act than on the Dodge Grand Caravan. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the discussion of the results up to this point, we have looked only at the drag.  Let’s turn to the lift.  

The co-ordinate frame of reference in which the wind tunnel and vehicles were constructed has its -axis 

pointing directly upwards from the highway, so that a force Fy in this direction tends to lift the vehicles.  

The following plot shows the lift acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan. 
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All of the Fy figures for the Dodge Grand Caravan are negative.  That means that the aerodynamic forces 

are pushing down on the vehicle.  This is the result of the design of the front end of the van.  It has a long 

sloping hood and a long sloping windshield.  The oncoming air is forced to flow upwards, and the 

reaction force presses the vehicle downwards.  And, it is quite a large force.  When travelling alone at 

120kph, the force downwards is approximately 500 Newtons, or about 125 pounds.  The downwards 

force is about the same as having another teenager in the vehicle.  At lower speeds, the effect of the 

sloping front end is lessened, and the downwards force is less. 

 

When drafting, the downwards force decreases even further.  This is a second benefit of drafting behind a 

tractor trailer.  Not only is the drag in the longitudinal direction decreases, but the effective weight of the 

vehicle is reduced as well.  When it drafts, the vehicle is in a region of lower pressure air, which exerts 

less of a force when it is redirected upwards by the sloping front end. 

 

The reduction in aerodynamically-imposed weight (which is to say, negative lift) is in the order of 400 

Newtons, or about 100 pounds.  The bare weight of a Dodge Grand Caravan (no fluids; no people) is 

reported to be 4,460 pounds.  Add fluids and a couple of people, and the weight will be approximately 

4,900 pounds.  Drive on the highway at 120kph, and the effective weight will be approximately 5,400 

pounds.  Drafting behind a tractor trailer will reduce the effective weight by about 100 pounds, or 1.9%. 

 

I have no explanation to offer for the small dip which appears in the Fy plot when the separation distance 

is 12.5m.  That it is not an error will be apparent from the following plot, which show Fy for the tractor 

trailer.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is clearly some distinct phenomenon which takes place when the Dodge Grand Caravan follows the 

tractor trailer by between 12.5 and 15 meters, which is equivalent to about 2½ vehicle lengths.  I cannot 

say whether it is a physical phenomenon, such as a change in the pattern of airflow which takes place 

when the vehicles are positioned just so, or whether it is an artifact of the mesh.  More study is needed. 

 

Set aside this anomaly for a moment.  All of the figures plotted are positive.  This means that the tractor 

trailer is experiencing lift in all of the cases considered.  Seen from the side, the tractor trailer is a kind of 

airflow, albeit blunt and crude.  Some of the oncoming air is forces to flow over the top, and speeds up to 

do so.  Some of the air works its way under the floors of the tractor and the trailer, where it is obstructed.  

The net result should be lift.  In fact, the real question could be why the lift is so low – 100 pounds or less.  

The top of the trailer has an area greater than that of the wings of many smaller aircraft which are 
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expected to fly 10,000 pounds.  One possible explanation is that the undersurface of the tractor trailer has 

some of the characteristics of a funnel or venture.  The air which flows under the rig may have to flow 

very fast to navigate through the passages which are available.  The corresponding lower pressure here 

would offset the lower pressure on top of the trailer. 

 

Let’s turn to Fz – the cross-highway force acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan.  This is shown in the 

following plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first thing to note is that the cross-highway forces are not very great, in the order of five or ten 

pounds at most.  Recall that the wind tunnel used in this study is not half-sided.  The air on both sides of 

the vehicles is modeled.  As a result, there is no bias between the positive -axis, which points away from 

the drivers’ left sides, and the negative -axis, which points away from the drivers’ right sides.  The 

simulation of a particular case should favor the left side or the right side at random.  Indeed, if the flow of 

air was always symmetric, there would never be a net Fz at all. 

 

I believe that the cross-highway forces shown should be interpreted in a statistical sense, as the magnitude 

of the turbulence experienced by the Dodge Grand Caravan.  In other words, a greater Fz, either positive 

or negative, means more buffeting from side to side.  The buffeting is greatest when the Dodge Grand 

Caravan is one to two vehicle lengths behind the tractor trailer.  The plot seems to show that the buffeting 

diminishes, or perhaps disappears entirely, as the Dodge Grand Caravan noses up to the tractor trailer’s 

rear bumper.  Interestingly, there is a separation distance, say 12 meters, where there is no buffeting.  I 

observe that this peaceful spot is inside the range of the anomaly we encountered above.  It may be 

possible that the “bump” in the tractor trailer’s lift is somehow coupled with the absence of buffeting at 

this particular separation distance. 

 

I have set out in Appendix “H” a table with the values of the forces and moments calculated by 

simpleFoam in the 27 cases run. 
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Visualization of the airflow 

 

The results of a simulation carried out by an OpenFoam solver can be viewed graphically using 

“paraView”, which is an open source visualization program.  I found it more useful to use paraView 

directly than to use the variant “paraFoam” which is the default invoked by OpenFoam.   

 

Before getting into a discussion about paraView, let me close off a thread from above.  As simpleFoam 

does its calculations, it adds files to the case directory.  Depending on the settings in the “controlDict” 

file, simpleFoam will from time-to-time write the complete state of the simulation into a new file in the 

case directory.  Each such file will be named with the iteration number during which the calculations were 

made.  Assuming that simpleFoam converges, the complete state of the final iteration will also be written 

into a file.  As an example, using Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#E from above, assume that the controlDict file 

instructed simpleFoam to write the complete state every 50 iterations, and that the solution converged to 

the target residual values at iteration #204.  The case directory would then have the following contents.  

(The directories in the following map have not been expanded to show their constituent files.) 

 

 Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#E 

 |-- 0 

 |-- 50 

 |-- 100 

 |-- 150 

 |-- 200 

 |-- 204 

 |-- constant 

 |-- system 

 |-- ofLog.txt 

 |-- WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#E.geo.msh 

 

To use paraView, open a new terminal window, change to the case directory and run “foamToVTK”, as 

follows: 

 
jim@jim:~$ cd Desktop 

jim@jim:~/Desktop$ cd Drafting 

jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting$ cd Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ 

jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ foamToVTK 

 

foamToVTK will create another sub-directory in the case directory, named “VTK”.  The VTK directory 

will contain one sub-directory for each physical surface and, within each such sub-directory, a file in 

VTK format for each time step.   

 

Then, to run paraView, one simply types: 

 
jim@jim:~/Desktop/Drafting/Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A$ paraView 

 

paraView will open its own GUI, which the user can use to produce the desired renderings. 

 

The following diagrams show stream traces for the case where the tractor trailer and Dodge Grand 

Caravan are separated by 5 meters and are travelling at 120kph. 

 

 

 

 

the initial conditions 

one file every 50 iteration 

the converged solution 

Don’t forget that we logged the terminal output to this file. 
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A “stream tracer” is the trajectory of a small bit of air as it flows through the wind tunnel.  This diagram 

shows four sets of stream tracers, emanating from four different vertical lines.  The vertical line from 

which the white stream tracers originate bisects the inlet.  If the vehicles were not present, the white 

stream tracers would flow straight done the central plane of the wind tunnel.  The green stream tracers 

originate from a vertical line which is 3 meters high and is located 5 meters in from the inlet.  This line, 

too, lies in the central plane of the wind tunnel and, in the absence of the vehicles, the stream tracers 

which originate from it would flow uniformly from left to right.  The yellow stream tracers originate from 

a vertical line which is 1 meter high and is located 10 meters in from the inlet.  This line also lies in the 

central plane. 

 

What is immediately clear is that the cone of low pressure which I had anticipated simply does not exist.  

The streamlines which flow over the top of the trailer show very little tendency to return to the ground.  

When these streamlines separate from the tractor trailer they flow directly downstream.  The air that fills 

the void behind the tractor trailer is air which flowed underneath the rig.  Note, though, that the stream 

tracers shown in this diagram originate on the central plane – air also flows into the void from around the 

sides of the trailer.  Close inspection of the diagram will show that a few of the green stream tracers and 

white stream tracers also find their way underneath the rig and into the void.  The vehicle surfaces which 

are rendered in red are the right-hand sides of the vehicles.  As the yellow stream tracers flow underneath 

the tractor and trailer, the flow in front of, and so obscure, the tires on the right-hand side. 

 

The pink stream tracers originate from a vertical line which is 1.5 meters high and is located 42 meters in 

from the inlet, a couple of meters in front of the Dodge Grand Caravan.  I have left two “dumbbells” 

visible which mark the ends of this line.  As with the other line sources, this line lies in the central plane 

of the wind tunnel.  It is interesting to see the reverse flow from the bottom half of this line.  Air here is 

actually sucked forward into the void before flowing up and over the Dodge Grand Caravan.  Close 

inspection of the diagram will show that some of the air from this line source does flow underneath the 

van. 

 

The following diagram shows the two vehicles from ahead and to the right.  The vertical line which 

generates the white stream tracers once again bisects the inlet, but the other vertical generating lines are 

off-center to the left of the vehicles.  This will help show how the air flows around the sides of the 

convoy.  The yellow stream tracers originate from a line which is 0.3 meters to the left of center and 

which is 6 meters high.  The green stream tracers originate from a line which is 0.6 meters to the left of 

center and which is 3 meters high.  The blue stream tracers originate from a line which is 0.9 meters to the 

left of center and which is 1 meter high. 

 

This diagram shows how most of the air which flows along the bottom half of the tractor trailers veers 

inward behind the trailer and then over the top of the Dodge Grand Caravan. 
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The following diagram shows the convoy from behind. 
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The originating lines in this diagram are all located 28 meters in from the inlet.  The white stream tracers 

emanate from a vertical line which is 1.4m from the central plane.  Since the tractor trailer has a half-

width of 1.2192m, these stream tracers originate in a surface which is about 18 centimeters away from the 

side of the trailer.  The blue stream tracers emanate from a horizontal line which is 4.01m above ground.  

Since the trailer is 3.9569m high, these stream tracers originate in a surface which is about 5 centimeters 

above the roof of the trailer.  The green and yellow stream tracers emanate from horizontal lines which 

are 20 centimeters and 40 centimeters, respectively, above ground.  

 

As we saw before, the air which flows underneath the tractor trailer plays an important role in filling the 

void behind the trailer.  If I were to study this matter further, I would want to model in more detail the 

rear tires and axle of the trailer. 

 

 

March 2013 

 

Jim Hawley  

 

 

An e-mail setting out errors and omissions would be appreciated. 
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Appendix “A” 

 

Digitization of the Tractor Trailer 
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Appendix “B” 

 

Digitization of the Dodge Grand Caravan 
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Appendix “C” 

 

The six text files used by GMesh to generate Mesh #A 

 

DodgeGrandCaravan.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the Dodge Grand Caravan 

// 

// Point definitions begin at Point(1) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(1) 

//  

// Parameters which are passed in at run time: 

//   xCaravan = downstream distance from inlet, where back of TT is 37.2m 

//   zCaravan = distance to the right of highway centerline 

//   lcCaravanFront = mesh size on the front surfaces 

//   lcCaravanBack = mesh size on the back surfaces 

//   lcCaravanSides = mesh size on the side surfaces 

//   lcCaravanTires = mesh size on the tires 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Caravan into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Caravan = Surface Loop{151} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of four tires = Line Loops{86, 104, 122, 140} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "Caravan.*"  

// 

// All points on left outside 

Point(1) = {0+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(2) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(3) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(4) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(5) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(6) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(7) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(8) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(9) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0.2287, 0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(10) = {4.8701+xCaravan, 0.2999, 0.869495964+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

Point(11) = {4.8701+xCaravan, 0.9569, 0.9854+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

Point(12) = {4.4273+xCaravan, 1.6567, 0.6427+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

Point(13) = {1.8423+xCaravan, 1.6567, 0.6427+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(14) = {0.8141+xCaravan, 1.1140, 0.90850533+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(15) = {0.40705+xCaravan, 0.9570, 0.9854+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(16) = {0+xCaravan, 0.7998, 0.957685351+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

// 

// Lines on left outside, counterclockwise 

Line(1) = {1, 2}; 

Line(2) = {2, 5}; 

Line(3) = {2, 3}; 

Line(4) = {3, 4}; 

Line(5) = {4, 5}; 

Line(6) = {5, 6}; 

Line(7) = {6, 9}; 

Line(8) = {6, 7}; 

Line(9) = {7, 8}; 

Line(10) = {8, 9}; 

Line(11) = {9, 10}; 

Line(12) = {10, 11}; 

Line(13) = {11, 12}; 

Line(14) = {12, 13}; 

Line(15) = {13, 14}; 

Line(16) = {14, 15}; 

Line(17) = {15, 16}; 

Line(18) = {15, 11}; 

Line(19) = {16, 1}; 

// 

// Line Loops on left outside, directed outwards 

Line Loop(20) = {1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, -18, 17, 19}; // Left panel 

Line Loop(21) = {3, 4, 5, -2};                     // Left front tire 

Line Loop(22) = {8, 9, 10, -7};                    // Left rear tire 

Line Loop(23) = {18, 13, 14, 15, 16};              // Left windows 

// 
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// Planar Surfaces on left outside 

Plane Surface(24) = {20};         // Left panel 

Plane Surface(25) = {21};                          // Left front tire 

Plane Surface(26) = {22};                          // Left rear tire 

Plane Surface(27) = {23};                          // Left windows 

// 

// Remainder of points on the back 

Point(17) = {4.8701+xCaravan, 0.2999, -0.869495964+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

Point(18) = {4.8701+xCaravan, 0.9569, -0.9854+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

Point(19) = {4.4273+xCaravan, 1.6567, -0.6427+zCaravan, lcCaravanBack}; 

// 

// Lines on back 

Line(28) = {10, 17}; 

Line(29) = {17, 18}; 

Line(30) = {18, 11}; 

Line(31) = {18, 19}; 

Line(32) = {19, 12}; 

// 

// Line Loops on back, directed outwards 

Line Loop(28) = {-12, 28, 29, 30};                 // Back panel 

Line Loop(29) = {-13, -30, 31, 32};                // Back windows 

// 

// Planar Surfaces on back 

Plane Surface(33) = {28};                          // Back panel 

Plane Surface(34) = {29};                          // Back windows 

// 

// Remaining points on right outside 

Point(20) = {0+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(21) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(22) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(23) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(24) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(25) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(26) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(27) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(28) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0.2287, -0.8569+zCaravan, lcCaravanSides}; 

Point(29) = {1.8423+xCaravan, 1.6567, -0.6427+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(30) = {0.8141+xCaravan, 1.1140, -0.90850533+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(31) = {0.40705+xCaravan, 0.9570, -0.9854+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

Point(32) = {0+xCaravan, 0.7998, -0.957685351+zCaravan, lcCaravanFront}; 

// 

// Lines on right outside, counterclockwise 

Line(34) = {20, 32}; 

Line(35) = {32, 31}; 

Line(36) = {31, 30}; 

Line(37) = {31, 18}; 

Line(38) = {30, 29}; 

Line(39) = {29, 19}; 

Line(40) = {17, 28}; 

Line(41) = {28, 27}; 

Line(42) = {28, 25}; 

Line(43) = {27, 26}; 

Line(44) = {26, 25}; 

Line(45) = {25, 24}; 

Line(46) = {24, 23}; 

Line(47) = {24, 21}; 

Line(48) = {23, 22}; 

Line(49) = {22, 21}; 

Line(50) = {21, 20}; 

// 

// Line Loops on right outside, directed outwards 

Line Loop(51) = {34, 35, 37, -29, 40, 42, 45, 47, 50}; // Right panel 

Line Loop(52) = {-47, 46, 48, 49};                     // Right front tire 

Line Loop(53) = {-42, 41, 43, 44};                     // Right rear tire 

Line Loop(54) = {36, 38, 39, -31, -37};                // Right windows 

// 

// Planar Surfaces on right outside 

Plane Surface(55) = {51};      // Right panel 

Plane Surface(56) = {52};         // Right front tire 

Plane Surface(57) = {53};          // Right rear tire 

Plane Surface(58) = {54};      // Right windows 
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// 

// Remaining Lines on front, right side-to-left side 

Line(59) = {20, 1}; 

Line(60) = {32, 16}; 

Line(61) = {31, 15}; 

Line(62) = {30, 14}; 

Line(63) = {29, 13}; 

// 

// Lines Loops on front, directed outwards 

Line Loop(64) = {59, -19, -60, -34};     // Front 

Line Loop(65) = {60, -17, -61, -35};     // Lower hood 

Line Loop(66) = {61, -16, -62, -36};      // Upper hood 

Line Loop(67) = {62, -15, -63, -38};     // Windshield 

// 

// Planar Surfaces on front 

Plane Surface(68) = {64};        // Front 

Plane Surface(69) = {65};      // Lower hood 

Plane Surface(70) = {66};       // Upper hood 

Plane Surface(71) = {67};      // Windshield 

// 

// Roof, directed outwards 

Line Loop(72) = {-14, -32, -39, 63}; 

Plane Surface(73) = {72}; 

// 

// Points on inside of left front tire 

Point(33) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(34) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(35) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(36) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

// 

// Remaining Lines for left front tire 

Line(74) = {2, 33}; 

Line(75) = {3, 34}; 

Line(76) = {4, 35}; 

Line(77) = {5, 36}; 

Line(78) = {33, 34}; 

Line(79) = {34, 35}; 

Line(80) = {35, 36}; 

Line(81) = {36, 33}; 

// 

// Line Loops for left front tire, directed outwards 

Line Loop(82) = {76, 80, -77, -5};             // Back side 

Line Loop(83) = {-81, -80, -79, -78};    // Inside 

Line Loop(84) = {-3, 74, 78, -75};    // Front side 

Line Loop(85) = {2, 77, 81, -74};    // Top 

Line Loop(86) = {75, 79, -76, -4};    // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for left front tire 

Plane Surface(87) = {82};     // Back side 

Plane Surface(88) = {83};     // Inside 

Plane Surface(89) = {84};     // Front side 

// Plane Surface(90) = {85}; ** openFoam will put Top into defaultFaces 

// Plane Surface(91) = {86}; ** openFoam will fail if Bottom is defined 

// 

// Points on inside of left rear tire 

Point(37) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0.2285, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(38) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(39) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(40) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0.2287, 0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

// 

// Remaining Lines for left rear tire 

Line(92) = {6, 37}; 

Line(93) = {7, 38}; 

Line(94) = {8, 39}; 

Line(95) = {9, 40}; 

Line(96) = {37, 38}; 

Line(97) = {38, 39}; 

Line(98) = {39, 40}; 

Line(99) = {40, 37}; 

// 

// Line Loops for left rear tire, directed outwards 
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Line Loop(100) = {94, 98, -95, -10};           // Back side 

Line Loop(101) = {-99, -98, -97, -96};   // Inside 

Line Loop(102) = {-8, 92, 96, -93};    // Front side 

Line Loop(103) = {7, 95, 99, -92};    // Top 

Line Loop(104) = {93, 97, -94, -9};    // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for left rear tire 

Plane Surface(105) = {100};     // Back side 

Plane Surface(106) = {101};     // Inside 

Plane Surface(107) = {102};     // Front side 

// Plane Surface(108) = {103}; ** openFoam will put Top into defaultFaces 

// Plane Surface(109) = {104}; ** openFoam will fail if Bottom is defined 

// 

// Points on inside of right front tire 

Point(41) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(42) = {0.4427+xCaravan, 0, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(43) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(44) = {1.1425+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

// 

// Remaining Lines for right front tire 

Line(110) = {21, 41}; 

Line(111) = {22, 42}; 

Line(112) = {23, 43}; 

Line(113) = {24, 44}; 

Line(114) = {41, 42}; 

Line(115) = {42, 43}; 

Line(116) = {43, 44}; 

Line(117) = {44, 41}; 

// 

// Line Loops for right front tire, directed outwards 

Line Loop(118) = {113, -116, -112, -46};   // Back side 

Line Loop(119) = {114, 115, 116, 117};   // Inside 

Line Loop(120) = {-49, 111, -114, -110};   // Front side 

Line Loop(121) = {47, 110, -117, -113};   // Top 

Line Loop(122) = {112, -115, -111, -48};   // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for right front tire 

Plane Surface(123) = {118};     // Back side 

Plane Surface(124) = {119};     // Inside 

Plane Surface(125) = {120};     // Front side 

// Plane Surface(126) = {121}; ** openFoam will put Top into defaultFaces 

// Plane Surface(127) = {122}; ** openFoam will fail if Bottom is defined 

// 

// Points on inside of right rear tire 

Point(45) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0.2285, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(46) = {3.4847+xCaravan, 0, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(47) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

Point(48) = {4.1703+xCaravan, 0.2287, -0.5855+zCaravan, lcCaravanTires}; 

// 

// Remaining Lines for right rear tire 

Line(128) = {25, 45}; 

Line(129) = {26, 46}; 

Line(130) = {27, 47}; 

Line(131) = {28, 48}; 

Line(132) = {45, 46}; 

Line(133) = {46, 47}; 

Line(134) = {47, 48}; 

Line(135) = {48, 45}; 

// 

// Line Loops for right rear tire, directed outwards 

Line Loop(136) = {131, -134, -130, -41};       // Back side 

Line Loop(137) = {132, 133, 134, 135};   // Inside 

Line Loop(138) = {-44, 129, -132, -128};   // Front side 

Line Loop(139) = {42, 128, -135, -131};   // Top 

Line Loop(140) = {130, -133, -129, -43};   // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for right rear tire 

Plane Surface(141) = {136};     // Back side 

Plane Surface(142) = {137};     // Inside 

Plane Surface(143) = {138};     // Front side 

// Plane Surface(144) = {139}; ** openFoam will put Top into defaultFaces 
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// Plane Surface(145) = {140}; ** openFoam will fail if Bottom is defined 

// 

// Bottom 

Line(146) = {40, 48};           // Between rear tires 

Line Loop(147) = {-1, -74, 81, 77, -6, -92, 99, -146, 

                  -135, 128, -45, -113, -117, 110, -50, -59}; // Front section 

Line Loop(148) = {-11, 95, 146, -131, -40, -28};              // Rear section 

Plane Surface(149) = {147};          // Front section 

Plane Surface(150) = {148};          // Rear section 

// 

// Define the overall surface of the Caravan.  Use one line for each of the  

// left side, the back, the right side, the front, the roof, the left front 

// tire, the left rear tire, the right front tire, the right rear tire and 

// the bottom.  The surface excludes the bottom of the tires. 

Surface Loop(151) = { 

    24, 25, 26, 27, 

    33, 34, 

    55, 56, 57, 58, 

    68, 69, 70, 71, 

    73, 

    87, 88, 89, 

    105, 106, 107, 

    123, 124, 125, 

    141, 142, 143, 

    149, 150}; 

// 

// Define physical surfaces for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftPanel") = {24}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Outside") = {25}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftRearTire_Outside") = {26}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftWindows") = {27}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightPanel") = {55}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightFrontTire_Outside") = {56}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightRearTire_Outside") = {57}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightWindows") = {58};  

Physical Surface("Caravan.RearPanel") = {33}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RearWindows") = {34}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.Front") = {68}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LowerHood") = {69};  

Physical Surface("Caravan.UpperHood") = {70}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.Windshield") = {71}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.Roof") = {73};  

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Back") = {87}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Inside") = {88}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Front") = {89}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftRearTire_Back") = {105}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftRearTire_Inside") = {106}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.LeftRearTire_Front") = {107}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightFrontTire_Back") = {123}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightFrontTire_Inside") = {124}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightFrontTire_Front") = {125}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightRearTire_Back") = {141}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightRearTire_Inside") = {142}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.RightRearTire_Front") = {143}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.Bottom_FrontSection") = {149}; 

Physical Surface("Caravan.Bottom_RearSection") = {150}; 

 

TractorTrailer.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the Tractor Trailer 

// 

// Point definitions begin at Point(2001) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(2001) 

//  

// Parameters which are passed in at run time: 

//   xTT = downstream distance from inlet 

//   zTT = distance to the right of highway centerline 

//   lcTTFront = mesh size on the front surfaces 

//   lcTTBack = mesh size on the back surfaces 

//   lcTTSides = mesh size on the side surfaces 
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//   lcTTTires = mesh size on the tires 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Tractor Trailer into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Tractor Trailer = Surface Loop{2149} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two steer tires = Line Loops{2068, 2078} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two drive tires = Line Loops{2092, 2107} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two trailer tires = Line Loops{2122, 2137} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "TractorTrailer.*" 

// 

// All points on left outside, counterclockwsie 

Point(2001) = {0+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2002) = {1.5362+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2003) = {1.5362+xTT, 0.4239, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2004) = {6.2437+xTT, 0.4239, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2005) = {6.2437+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides};  

Point(2006) = {8.8205+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2007) = {8.8205+xTT, 0.4239, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2008) = {8.8205+xTT, 1.0363, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2009) = {18.4834+xTT, 1.0363, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2010) = {18.4834+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2011) = {21.0602+xTT, 0, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2012) = {21.0602+xTT, 1.0363, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2013) = {22.1999+xTT, 1.0363, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTBack}; 

Point(2014) = {22.1999+xTT, 3.9569, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTBack}; 

Point(2015) = {3.1714+xTT, 3.9569, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2016) = {1.4866+xTT, 2.1669, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2017) = {0+xTT, 1.8371, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2018) = {0+xTT, 0.4239, 1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

// 

// Lines on left outside, counterclockwise 

Line(2001) = {2001, 2002}; 

Line(2002) = {2002, 2003}; 

Line(2003) = {2003, 2004}; 

Line(2004) = {2004, 2005}; 

Line(2005) = {2005, 2006}; 

Line(2006) = {2006, 2007}; 

Line(2007) = {2007, 2008}; 

Line(2008) = {2008, 2009}; 

Line(2009) = {2009, 2010}; 

Line(2010) = {2010, 2011}; 

Line(2011) = {2011, 2012}; 

Line(2012) = {2012, 2013}; 

Line(2013) = {2013, 2014}; 

Line(2014) = {2014, 2015}; 

Line(2015) = {2015, 2016}; 

Line(2016) = {2016, 2017}; 

Line(2017) = {2017, 2018}; 

Line(2018) = {2018, 2001}; 

// 

// Line Loop on left outside, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2019) = {2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 

                   2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018}; 

Plane Surface(2020) = {2019}; 

// 

// All points on right outside, clockwsie 

Point(2019) = {0+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2020) = {1.5362+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2021) = {1.5362+xTT, 0.4239, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2022) = {6.2437+xTT, 0.4239, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2023) = {6.2437+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides};  

Point(2024) = {8.8205+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2025) = {8.8205+xTT, 0.4239, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2026) = {8.8205+xTT, 1.0363, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2027) = {18.4834+xTT, 1.0363, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2028) = {18.4834+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2029) = {21.0602+xTT, 0, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2030) = {21.0602+xTT, 1.0363, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTSides}; 

Point(2031) = {22.1999+xTT, 1.0363, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTBack}; 

Point(2032) = {22.1999+xTT, 3.9569, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTBack}; 

Point(2033) = {3.1714+xTT, 3.9569, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2034) = {1.4866+xTT, 2.1669, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 
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Point(2035) = {0+xTT, 1.8371, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2036) = {0+xTT, 0.4239, -1.2192+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

// 

// Lines on right outside, clockwise 

Line(2021) = {2019, 2020}; 

Line(2022) = {2020, 2021}; 

Line(2023) = {2021, 2022}; 

Line(2024) = {2022, 2023}; 

Line(2025) = {2023, 2024}; 

Line(2026) = {2024, 2025}; 

Line(2027) = {2025, 2026}; 

Line(2028) = {2026, 2027}; 

Line(2029) = {2027, 2028}; 

Line(2030) = {2028, 2029}; 

Line(2031) = {2029, 2030}; 

Line(2032) = {2030, 2031}; 

Line(2033) = {2031, 2032}; 

Line(2034) = {2032, 2033}; 

Line(2035) = {2033, 2034}; 

Line(2036) = {2034, 2035}; 

Line(2037) = {2035, 2036}; 

Line(2038) = {2036, 2019}; 

// 

// Line Loop on right outside, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2039) = {-2038, -2037, -2036, -2035, -2034, -2033, -2032, -2031, -2030, 

                   -2029, -2028, -2027, -2026, -2025, -2024, -2023, -2022, -2021}; 

Plane Surface(2040) = {2039}; 

// 

// Additional points on front of rig, counterclockwise 

Point(2037) = {0+xTT, 0.0000, 0.8382+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2038) = {0+xTT, 0.4239, 0.8382+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2039) = {0+xTT, 0.4239, -0.8382+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

Point(2040) = {0+xTT, 0.0000, -0.8382+zTT, lcTTFront}; 

// 

// Lines on front of rig, right side-to-left side 

Line(2041) = {2019, 2040}; 

Line(2042) = {2040, 2039}; 

Line(2043) = {2039, 2038}; 

Line(2044) = {2038, 2037}; 

Line(2045) = {2037, 2001}; 

Line(2046) = {2035, 2017}; 

Line(2047) = {2034, 2016}; 

Line(2048) = {2033, 2015}; 

// 

// Line Loops on front of rig, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2049) = {2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045,  

                   -2018, -2017, -2046, 2037, 2038};  // Front 

Line Loop(2050) = {2046, -2016, -2047, 2036};         // Hood 

Line Loop(2051) = {2047, -2015, -2048, 2035};         // Windscreen 

Plane Surface(2052) = {2049};                         // Front 

Plane Surface(2053) = {2050};                         // Hood 

Plane Surface(2054) = {2051};                         // Windscreen 

// 

// Lines on rear door of trailer, right side-to-left side 

Line(2055) = {2031, 2013}; 

Line(2056) = {2032, 2014}; 

// 

// Line Loop and Plane Surface of rear door of trailer, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2057) = {-2055, 2033, 2056, -2013}; 

Plane Surface(2058) = {2057}; 

// 

// Line Loop and Plane Surface of roof, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2059) = {2034, 2048, -2014, -2056}; 

Plane Surface(2060) = {2059}; 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of left steer tire 

Point(2041) = {1.5362+xTT, 0, 0.8382+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2042) = {1.5362+xTT, 0.4239, 0.8382+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

// 

// Additional Lines for left steer tire 

Line(2061) = {2002, 2041}; 
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Line(2062) = {2003, 2042}; 

Line(2063) = {2037, 2041}; 

Line(2064) = {2038, 2042}; 

Line(2065) = {2042, 2041}; 

// 

// Line Loops for left steer tire, directed outwards 

// (Front side is included in front of rig) 

Line Loop(2066) = {2061, -2065, -2062, -2002}; // Back side 

Line Loop(2067) = {2064, 2065, -2063, -2044}; // Inside 

Line Loop(2068) = {-2001, -2045, 2063, -2061}; // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for left steer tire 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2069) = {2066};    // Back side 

Plane Surface(2070) = {2067};    // Inside 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of right steer tire 

Point(2043) = {1.5362+xTT, 0, -0.8382+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2044) = {1.5362+xTT, 0.4239, -0.8382+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

// 

// Additional Lines for right steer tire 

Line(2071) = {2020, 2043}; 

Line(2072) = {2021, 2044}; 

Line(2073) = {2043, 2040}; 

Line(2074) = {2044, 2039}; 

Line(2075) = {2044, 2043}; 

// 

// Line Loops for right steer tire, directed outwards 

// (Front side is included in front of rig) 

Line Loop(2076) = {2022, 2072, 2075, -2071};  // Back side 

Line Loop(2077) = {-2073, -2075, 2074, -2042}; // Inside 

Line Loop(2078) = {2021, 2071, 2073, -2041};  // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for right steer tire 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2079) = {2076};    // Back side 

Plane Surface(2080) = {2077};    // Inside 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of left drive tires 

Point(2045) = {6.2437+xTT, 0.4239, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2046) = {6.2437+xTT, 0, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2047) = {8.8205+xTT, 0, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2048) = {8.8205+xTT, 0.4239, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

// 

// Additional Lines for left drive tires 

Line(2081) = {2004, 2045}; 

Line(2082) = {2005, 2046}; 

Line(2083) = {2006, 2047}; 

Line(2084) = {2007, 2048}; 

Line(2085) = {2048, 2045}; 

Line(2086) = {2047, 2046}; 

Line(2087) = {2046, 2045}; 

Line(2088) = {2047, 2048}; 

// 

// Line Loops for left drive tires, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2089) = {2083, 2088, -2084, -2006}; // Back side 

Line Loop(2090) = {-2085, -2088, 2086, 2087}; // Inside 

Line Loop(2091) = {-2004, 2081, -2087, -2082}; // Front side 

Line Loop(2092) = {2082, -2086, -2083, -2005}; // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for left drive tires 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2093) = {2089};    // Back side 

Plane Surface(2094) = {2090};    // Inside 

Plane Surface(2095) = {2091};    // Front side 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of right drive tires 

Point(2049) = {6.2437+xTT, 0.4239, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2050) = {6.2437+xTT, 0, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2051) = {8.8205+xTT, 0, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2052) = {8.8205+xTT, 0.4239, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 
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// 

// Additional Lines for right drive tires 

Line(2096) = {2022, 2049}; 

Line(2097) = {2023, 2050}; 

Line(2098) = {2024, 2051}; 

Line(2099) = {2025, 2052}; 

Line(2100) = {2052, 2049}; 

Line(2101) = {2051, 2050}; 

Line(2102) = {2050, 2049}; 

Line(2103) = {2051, 2052}; 

// 

// Line Loops for right drive tires, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2104) = {2099, -2103, -2098, 2026}; // Back side 

Line Loop(2105) = {2100, -2102, -2101, 2103}; // Inside 

Line Loop(2106) = {2024, 2097, 2102, -2096};  // Front side 

Line Loop(2107) = {2101, -2097, 2025, 2098};  // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for right drive tires 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2108) = {2104};    // Back side 

Plane Surface(2109) = {2105};    // Inside 

Plane Surface(2110) = {2106};    // Front side 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of left trailer tires 

Point(2053) = {18.4834+xTT, 1.0363, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2054) = {18.4834+xTT, 0, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2055) = {21.0602+xTT, 0, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2056) = {21.0602+xTT, 1.0363, 0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

// 

// Additional Lines for left trailer tires 

Line(2111) = {2009, 2053}; 

Line(2112) = {2010, 2054}; 

Line(2113) = {2011, 2055}; 

Line(2114) = {2012, 2056}; 

Line(2115) = {2053, 2054}; 

Line(2116) = {2054, 2055}; 

Line(2117) = {2055, 2056}; 

Line(2118) = {2056, 2053}; 

// 

// Line Loops for left trailer tires, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2119) = {2113, 2117, -2114, -2011};      // Back side 

Line Loop(2120) = {-2118, -2117, -2116, -2115}; // Inside 

Line Loop(2121) = {2111, 2115, -2112, -2009}; // Front side 

Line Loop(2122) = {2112, 2116, -2113, -2010}; // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for left trailer tires 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2123) = {2119};      // Back side 

Plane Surface(2124) = {2120};      // Inside 

Plane Surface(2125) = {2121};      // Front side 

// 

// Additional Points on inside of right trailer tires 

Point(2057) = {18.4834+xTT, 1.0363, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2058) = {18.4834+xTT, 0, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2059) = {21.0602+xTT, 0, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

Point(2060) = {21.0602+xTT, 1.0363, -0.4572+zTT, lcTTTires}; 

// 

// Additional Lines for right trailer tires 

Line(2126) = {2027, 2057}; 

Line(2127) = {2028, 2058}; 

Line(2128) = {2029, 2059}; 

Line(2129) = {2030, 2060}; 

Line(2130) = {2057, 2058}; 

Line(2131) = {2058, 2059}; 

Line(2132) = {2059, 2060}; 

Line(2133) = {2060, 2057}; 

// 

// Line Loops for right trailer tires, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2134) = {2129, -2132, -2128, 2031}; // Back side 

Line Loop(2135) = {2133, 2130, 2131, 2132};  // Inside 

Line Loop(2136) = {2029, 2127, -2130, -2126}; // Front side 
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Line Loop(2137) = {2030, 2128, -2131, -2127}; // Bottom 

// 

// Planar Surfaces for right trailer tires 

// (Do not define the bottom as a surface) 

Plane Surface(2138) = {2134};      // Back side 

Plane Surface(2139) = {2135};      // Inside 

Plane Surface(2140) = {2136};      // Front side 

// 

// Additional Line for bottom of tractor 

Line(2141) = {2048, 2052}; 

// 

// Line Loop and Plane Surface for bottom of tractor, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2142) = {2043, 2064, -2062, 2003, 2081, -2085, 

                   2141, 2100, -2096, -2023, 2072, 2074}; 

Plane Surface(2143) = {2142}; 

// 

// Additional Line for back-step up to the trailer 

Line(2144) = {2008, 2026}; 

// 

// Line Loop and Plane Surface for back-step up to the trailer 

Line Loop(2145) = {2141, -2099, 2027, -2144, -2007, 2084}; 

Plane Surface(2146) ={2145}; 

// 

// Bottom of trailer 

Line Loop(2147) = {-2144, 2008, 2111, -2118, -2114, 2012, 

                   -2055, -2032, 2129, 2133, -2126, -2028}; 

Plane Surface(2148) = {2147}; 

// 

// Define the overall surface of the Tractor Trailer. 

// The surface excludes the bottom of the tires. 

Surface Loop(2149) = { 

    2020, 2040, 

    2052, 2053, 2054, 

    2058, 2060, 

    2069, 2070, 

    2079, 2080, 

    2093, 2094, 2095, 2108, 2109, 2110, 

    2123, 2124, 2125, 2138, 2139, 2140, 

    2143, 2146, 2148}; 

// 

// Define physical surfaces for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftSide") = {2020}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightSide") = {2040}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.Front") = {2052}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.Hood") = {2053}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.Windscreen") = {2054};  

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RearDoors") = {2058}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.Roof") = {2060}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftSteerTire_Back") = {2069}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftSteerTire_Inside") = {2070}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightSteerTire_Back") = {2079}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightSteerTire_Inside") = {2080}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Back") = {2093}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Inside") = {2094}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Front") = {2095}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Back") = {2108}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Inside") = {2109}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Front") = {2110}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Back") = {2123}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Inside") = {2124}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Front") = {2125}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Back") = {2138}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Inside") = {2139}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Front") = {2140}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.TractorBottom") = {2143}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.StepUp") = {2146}; 

Physical Surface("TractorTrailer.TrailerBottom") = {2148}; 
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DodgeGrandCaravanInnerBox.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the inner parallelpiped around the Dodge Grand Caravan 

// The inner parallelpiped extends one meter beyond the extrema of the vehicle 

//  

// Point definitions begin at Point(201) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(201) 

//  

// Parameters which are passed in at run time: 

//   CaravanInnerBoxXbegin = distance of leading edge of inner box from inlet 

//   CaravanInnerBoxXend = distance of trailing edge of inner box from inlet 

//   CaravanInnerBoxLeft = distance to left of highway centerline 

//   CaravanInnerBoxRight = distance to right of highway centerline 

//   CaravanInnerBoxHeight = height of inner box, in meters 

//   lcCaravanInnerBox = mesh size on surface of inner box 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Dodge Grand Caravan into its inner box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Caravan = Surface Loop{151} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of four tires = Line Loops{86, 104, 122, 140} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "Caravan.*" 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Dodge Grand Caravan's inner box into the outer box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of inner box = Surface Loop{225} 

//   Line Loop of bottom of inner box = Line Loop{218} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.CaravanInnerBox" 

//  

// Define the 8 vertices of the parallelepiped 

Point(201) = {CaravanInnerBoxXbegin, 0, CaravanInnerBoxLeft, lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(202) = {CaravanInnerBoxXend, 0, CaravanInnerBoxLeft, lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(203) = {CaravanInnerBoxXend, CaravanInnerBoxHeight, CaravanInnerBoxLeft, 

lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(204) = {CaravanInnerBoxXbegin, CaravanInnerBoxHeight, CaravanInnerBoxLeft, 

lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(205) = {CaravanInnerBoxXbegin, 0, CaravanInnerBoxRight, lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(206) = {CaravanInnerBoxXend, 0, CaravanInnerBoxRight, lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(207) = {CaravanInnerBoxXend, CaravanInnerBoxHeight, CaravanInnerBoxRight, 

lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

Point(208) = {CaravanInnerBoxXbegin, CaravanInnerBoxHeight, CaravanInnerBoxRight, 

lcCaravanInnerBox}; 

// 

// Define the 12 edges of the parallelepiped 

Line(201) = {201, 202}; 

Line(202) = {202, 203}; 

Line(203) = {203, 204}; 

Line(204) = {204, 201}; 

Line(205) = {201, 205}; 

Line(206) = {202, 206}; 

Line(207) = {203, 207}; 

Line(208) = {204, 208}; 

Line(209) = {205, 206}; 

Line(210) = {206, 207}; 

Line(211) = {207, 208}; 

Line(212) = {208, 205}; 

// 

// Define the 6 faces of the parallelepiped, directed outwards 

Line Loop(213) = {201, 202, 203, 204};  // Left side 

Line Loop(214) = {206, 210, -207, -202};  // Behind 

Line Loop(215) = {-212, -211, -210, -209};  // Right side 

Line Loop(216) = {-204, 208, 212, -205};  // Ahead 

Line Loop(217) = {207, 211, -208, -203};  // Above 

Line Loop(218) = {205, 209, -206, -201};   // Below 

// 

// Define 5 of the 6 surfaces of the parallelepiped. 

Plane Surface(219) = {213};    // Left side 

Plane Surface(220) = {214};    // Behind 

Plane Surface(221) = {215};    // Right side 

Plane Surface(222) = {216};    // Ahead 

Plane Surface(223) = {217};    // Above 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 
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// Define the ground to exclude any tire surface which touches the road. 

//   For the Dodge Grand Caravan, the Line Loops are {86, 104, 122, 140} 

Plane Surface(224) = {218, 86, 104, 122, 140}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the inner box, directed outwards, and 

// excluding the ground entirely. 

Surface Loop(225) = {219, 220, 221, 222, 223}; 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the inner box, directed inwards, and 

// including the ground (but not the bottoms of the tires). 

Surface Loop(226) = {-219, -220, -221, -222, -223, -224}; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the Volume of the inner box.  The first item is the surface loop of  

// the inner box.  The second item is the hole created by the surface loop of  

// the vehicle. 

Volume(227) = {226, 151}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define physical elements for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Ground.CaravanInnerBox") = {224}; 

// 

// Define physical volume for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Volume("Internal.CaravanInnerBox") = {227}; 

 

TractorTrailerInnerBox.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the inner parallelpiped around the TractorTrailer 

// The inner parallelpiped extends one meter beyond the extrema of the vehicle 

//  

// Point definitions begin at Point(2201) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(2201) 

//  

// Parameters which are passed in at run time: 

//   TTInnerBoxXbegin = distance of leading edge of inner box from inlet 

//   TTInnerBoxXend = distance of trailing edge of inner box from inlet 

//   TTInnerBoxLeft = distance to left of highway centerline 

//   TTInnerBoxRight = distance to right of highway centerline 

//   TTInnerBoxHeight = height of inner box, in meters 

//   lcTTInnerBox = mesh size on surface of inner box 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Tractor Trailer into its inner box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Tractor Trailer = Surface Loop{2149} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two steer tires = Line Loops{2068, 2078} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two drive tires = Line Loops{2092, 2107} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two trailer tires = Line Loops{2122, 2137} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "TractorTrailer.*" 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Tractor Trailer's inner box into the outer box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of inner box = Surface Loop{2225} 

//   Line Loop of bottom of inner box = Line Loop{2218} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.TTInnerBox" 

//  

// Define the 8 vertices of the parallelepiped 

Point(2201) = {TTInnerBoxXbegin, 0, TTInnerBoxLeft, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2202) = {TTInnerBoxXend, 0, TTInnerBoxLeft, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2203) = {TTInnerBoxXend, TTInnerBoxHeight, TTInnerBoxLeft, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2204) = {TTInnerBoxXbegin, TTInnerBoxHeight, TTInnerBoxLeft, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2205) = {TTInnerBoxXbegin, 0, TTInnerBoxRight, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2206) = {TTInnerBoxXend, 0, TTInnerBoxRight, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2207) = {TTInnerBoxXend, TTInnerBoxHeight, TTInnerBoxRight, lcTTInnerBox}; 

Point(2208) = {TTInnerBoxXbegin, TTInnerBoxHeight, TTInnerBoxRight, lcTTInnerBox}; 

// 

// Define the 12 edges of the parallelepiped 

Line(2201) = {2201, 2202}; 

Line(2202) = {2202, 2203}; 

Line(2203) = {2203, 2204}; 

Line(2204) = {2204, 2201}; 

Line(2205) = {2201, 2205}; 
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Line(2206) = {2202, 2206}; 

Line(2207) = {2203, 2207}; 

Line(2208) = {2204, 2208}; 

Line(2209) = {2205, 2206}; 

Line(2210) = {2206, 2207}; 

Line(2211) = {2207, 2208}; 

Line(2212) = {2208, 2205}; 

// 

// Define the 6 faces of the parallelepiped, directed outwards 

Line Loop(2213) = {2201, 2202, 2203, 2204};  // Left side 

Line Loop(2214) = {2206, 2210, -2207, -2202}; // Behind 

Line Loop(2215) = {-2212, -2211, -2210, -2209}; // Right side 

Line Loop(2216) = {-2204, 2208, 2212, -2205}; // Ahead 

Line Loop(2217) = {2207, 2211, -2208, -2203}; // Above 

Line Loop(2218) = {2205, 2209, -2206, -2201};  // Below 

// 

// Define 5 of the 6 surfaces of the parallelepiped. 

Plane Surface(2219) = {2213};    // Left side 

Plane Surface(2220) = {2214};    // Behind 

Plane Surface(2221) = {2215};    // Right side 

Plane Surface(2222) = {2216};    // Ahead 

Plane Surface(2223) = {2217};    // Above 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the ground to exclude any tire surface which touches the road. 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two steer tires = Line Loops{2068, 2078} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two drive tires = Line Loops{2092, 2107} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two trailer tires = Line Loop{2122, 2137} 

Plane Surface(2224) = {2218, 2068, 2078, 2092, 2107, 2122, 2137}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the inner box, directed outwards, and 

// excluding the ground entirely. 

Surface Loop(2225) = {2219, 2220, 2221, 2222, 2223}; 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the inner box, directed inwards, and 

// including the ground (but not the bottoms of the tires). 

Surface Loop(2226) = {-2219, -2220, -2221, -2222, -2223, -2224}; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the Volume of the inner box.  The first item is the surface loop of  

// the inner box.  The second item is the hole created by the surface loop of  

// the vehicle. 

Volume(2227) = {2226, 2149}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define physical elements for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Ground.TTInnerBox") = {2224}; 

// 

// Define physical volume for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Volume("Internal.TTInnerBox") = {2227}; 

 

OuterBox.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the outer box 

// The outer box encloses all vehicles with a specified margin  

// 

// Point definitions begin at Point(3001) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(3001) 

// 

// Parameters which are passed in at run time: 

//   OuterBoxXbegin = distance of leading edge of outer box from inlet 

//   OuterBoxXend = distance of trailing edge of outer box from inlet 

//   OuterBoxLeft = distance to left of highway centerline 

//   OuterBoxRight = distance to right of highway centerline 

//   OuterBoxHeight = height of outer box, in meters 

//   lcOuterBox = mesh size on surface of outer box 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Dodge Grand Caravan's inner box into the outer box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of inner box = Surface Loop{225} 
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//   Line Loop of bottom of inner box = Line Loop{218} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.CaravanInnerBox" 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Tractor Trailer's inner box into the outer box: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of inner box = Surface Loop{2225} 

//   Line Loop of bottom of inner box = Line Loop{2218} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.TTInnerBox" 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the outer box into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of outer box = Surface Loop{3025} 

//   Line Loop of bottom of outer box = Line Loop{3018} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.OuterBox" 

// 

// Define the 8 vertices of the parallelepiped 

Point(3001) = {OuterBoxXbegin, 0, OuterBoxLeft, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3002) = {OuterBoxXend, 0, OuterBoxLeft, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3003) = {OuterBoxXend, OuterBoxHeight, OuterBoxLeft, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3004) = {OuterBoxXbegin, OuterBoxHeight, OuterBoxLeft, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3005) = {OuterBoxXbegin, 0, OuterBoxRight, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3006) = {OuterBoxXend, 0, OuterBoxRight, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3007) = {OuterBoxXend, OuterBoxHeight, OuterBoxRight, lcOuterBox}; 

Point(3008) = {OuterBoxXbegin, OuterBoxHeight, OuterBoxRight, lcOuterBox}; 

// 

// Define the 12 edges of the parallelepiped 

Line(3001) = {3001, 3002}; 

Line(3002) = {3002, 3003}; 

Line(3003) = {3003, 3004}; 

Line(3004) = {3004, 3001}; 

Line(3005) = {3001, 3005}; 

Line(3006) = {3002, 3006}; 

Line(3007) = {3003, 3007}; 

Line(3008) = {3004, 3008}; 

Line(3009) = {3005, 3006}; 

Line(3010) = {3006, 3007}; 

Line(3011) = {3007, 3008}; 

Line(3012) = {3008, 3005}; 

// 

// Define the 6 faces of the parallelepiped, directed outwards 

Line Loop(3013) = {3001, 3002, 3003, 3004};  // Left side 

Line Loop(3014) = {3006, 3010, -3007, -3002}; // Behind 

Line Loop(3015) = {-3012, -3011, -3010, -3009}; // Right side 

Line Loop(3016) = {-3004, 3008, 3012, -3005}; // Ahead 

Line Loop(3017) = {3007, 3011, -3008, -3003}; // Above 

Line Loop(3018) = {3005, 3009, -3006, -3001};  // Below 

// 

// Define 5 of the 6 surfaces of the parallelepiped. 

Plane Surface(3019) = {3013};    // Left side 

Plane Surface(3020) = {3014};    // Behind 

Plane Surface(3021) = {3015};    // Right side 

Plane Surface(3022) = {3016};    // Ahead 

Plane Surface(3023) = {3017};    // Above 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the ground to exclude the bottom of the inner boxes 

//   For the Dodge Grand Caravan, the inner box's Line Loop is {218} 

//   For the Tractor Trailer, the inner box's Line Loop is {2218} 

Plane Surface(3024) = {3018, 218, 2218}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the outer box, directed outwards, and 

// excluding the ground entirely. 

Surface Loop(3025) = {3019, 3020, 3021, 3022, 3023}; 

// 

// Definition of the exterior surface of the outer box, directed inwards, and 

// including the ground (but not the bottoms of the inner boxes). 

Surface Loop(3026) = {-3019, -3020, -3021, -3022, -3023, -3024}; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the Volume of the outer box.  The first item is the surface loop of  

// the outer box.  The following items are the holes created by the surface 

// loops of the inner boxes surrounding the vehicles.   
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//    For the Dodge Caravan, the Surface Loop of the inner box is 225. 

//    For the Tractor Trailer, the Surface Loop of the inner box is 2225. 

Volume(3027) = {3026, 225, 2225}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define physical elements for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Ground.OuterBox") = {3024}; 

// 

// Define physical volume for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Volume("Internal.OuterBox") = {3027}; 

 

WindTunnel_5m.geo.txt 

 
// GMesh file for the wind tunnel 

Mesh.RandomFactor = 1e-6; 

// 

// Point definitions begin at Point(4001) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(4001) 

//  

// Wind tunnel size and discretization 

RegionLength = 67.2; // Length of region, in meters 

RegionHalfwidth = 8; // Halfwidth of region, in meters 

RegionHeight = 12; // Height of region, in meters 

lcRegionTop = 0.5; 

lcRegionGround = 0.25; 

// 

// Specify the position and inner box of the Tractor Trailer 

xTT = 14; 

zTT = 0; 

TTInnerBoxXbegin = xTT - 0.75; 

TTInnerBoxXend = xTT + 22.1999 + 0.75; 

TTInnerBoxLeft = 1.2192 + 0.75; 

TTInnerBoxRight = -1.2192 - 0.75; 

TTInnerBoxHeight = 3.9569 + 0.75; 

lcTTFront = 0.075; 

lcTTBack = 0.05; 

lcTTSides = 0.05; 

lcTTTires = 0.05; 

lcTTInnerBox = 0.1; 

// 

// Specify the position and inner box of the Dodge Grand Caravan 

// Note that the rear bumper of the Tractor Trailer is X = 36.2m. 

xCaravan = 36.2 + 5; 

zCaravan = 0;            

CaravanInnerBoxXbegin = xCaravan - 0.75; 

CaravanInnerBoxXend = xCaravan + 4.8701 + 0.75; 

CaravanInnerBoxLeft = 0.9854 + 0.75; 

CaravanInnerBoxRight = -0.9854 - 0.75; 

CaravanInnerBoxHeight = 1.6567 + 0.75; 

lcCaravanFront = 0.025; 

lcCaravanBack = 0.025; 

lcCaravanSides = 0.025; 

lcCaravanTires = 0.025; 

lcCaravanInnerBox = 0.075; 

// 

// Specify the placement of the outer box 

OuterBoxXbegin = xTT - 1.5; 

OuterBoxXend = xCaravan + 4.8701 + 1.5; 

OuterBoxLeft = 1.2192 + 1.5; 

OuterBoxRight = -1.2192 - 1.5; 

OuterBoxHeight = 3.9569 + 1.5; 

lcOuterBox = 0.15; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Choose which vehicles to place on the highway 

Include "DodgeGrandCaravan.geo.txt"; 

Include "DodgeGrandCaravanInnerBox.geo.txt"; 

Include "TractorTrailer.geo.txt"; 

Include "TractorTrailerInnerBox.geo.txt"; 

Include "OuterBox.geo.txt"; 
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// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the outer box into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of outer box = Surface Loop{3025} 

//   Line Loop of bottom of outer box = Line Loop{3018} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "*.OuterBox" 

// 

// Define the 8 vertices of the parallelepiped 

Point(4001) = {0, 0, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4002) = {RegionLength, 0, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4003) = {RegionLength, RegionHeight, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4004) = {0, RegionHeight, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4005) = {0, 0, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4006) = {RegionLength, 0, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4007) = {RegionLength, RegionHeight, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4008) = {0, RegionHeight, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

// 

// Define the 12 edges of the parallelepiped 

Line(4001) = {4001, 4002}; 

Line(4002) = {4002, 4003}; 

Line(4003) = {4003, 4004}; 

Line(4004) = {4004, 4001}; 

Line(4005) = {4001, 4005}; 

Line(4006) = {4002, 4006}; 

Line(4007) = {4003, 4007}; 

Line(4008) = {4004, 4008}; 

Line(4009) = {4005, 4006}; 

Line(4010) = {4006, 4007}; 

Line(4011) = {4007, 4008}; 

Line(4012) = {4008, 4005}; 

// 

// Define the 6 faces of the parallelepiped, directed outwards 

Line Loop(4013) = {4001, 4002, 4003, 4004};  // Left side 

Line Loop(4014) = {4006, 4010, -4007, -4002}; // Behind 

Line Loop(4015) = {-4012, -4011, -4010, -4009}; // Right side 

Line Loop(4016) = {-4004, 4008, 4012, -4005}; // Ahead 

Line Loop(4017) = {4007, 4011, -4008, -4003}; // Above 

Line Loop(4018) = {4005, 4009, -4006, -4001};  // Below 

// 

// Define 5 of the 6 surfaces of the parallelepiped. 

Plane Surface(4019) = {4013};    // Left side 

Plane Surface(4020) = {4014};    // Behind 

Plane Surface(4021) = {4015};    // Right side 

Plane Surface(4022) = {4016};    // Ahead 

Plane Surface(4023) = {4017};    // Above 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the ground to exclude the bottom of the outer box 

//   For the outer box, the Line Loop is {3018} 

Plane Surface(4024) = {4018, 3018}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define the exterior surface of the wind tunnel.  The minus signs make the 

// surfaces point inwards so the volume is an interior.  The surface excludes 

// the bottom of the outer box. 

Surface Loop(4025) = {-4019, -4020, -4021, -4022, -4023, -4024}; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the Volume of the wind tunnel.  The first item is the surface loop of  

// the wind tunnel.  The second item is the hole created by the surface of the 

// outer box surrounding the vehicles.  

//    For the outer box, the Surface Loop is 3025. 

Volume(4026) = {4025, 3025}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define physical elements for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Inlet") = {4022}; 

Physical Surface("Outlet") = {4020}; 

Physical Surface("LeftWall") = {4019}; 

Physical Surface("RightWall") = {4021}; 

Physical Surface("Sky") = {4023}; 
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Physical Surface("Ground.WindTunnel") = {4024}; 

// 

// Define physical volume for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Volume("Internal.WindTunnel") = {4026}; 
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Appendix “D” 

 

Listing of file Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A/constant/polyMesh/boundary 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       polyBoundaryMesh; 

    location    "constant/polyMesh"; 

    object      boundary; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

 

64 

( 

    Inlet 

    { 

        type            patch; 

        nFaces          3922; 

        startFace       5030210; 

    } 

    Outlet 

    { 

        type            patch; 

        nFaces          3922; 

        startFace       5009330; 

    } 

    LeftWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

        nFaces          16958; 

        startFace       4992372; 

    } 

    RightWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

        nFaces          16958; 

        startFace       5013252; 

    } 

    Sky 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

        nFaces          11104; 

        startFace       5034132; 

    } 

    Ground.WindTunnel 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          51876; 

        startFace       5045236; 

    } 

    Ground.CaravanInnerBox 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          33936; 

        startFace       4684454; 

    } 

    Ground.TTInnerBox 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          35970; 
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        startFace       4942066; 

    } 

    Ground.OuterBox 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          14336; 

        startFace       4978036; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftPanel 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          14550; 

        startFace       4551624; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Outside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          678; 

        startFace       4566174; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftRearTire_Outside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          660; 

        startFace       4566852; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftWindows 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          11236; 

        startFace       4567512; 

    } 

    Caravan.RearPanel 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          5119; 

        startFace       4578748; 

    } 

    Caravan.RearWindows 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          5545; 

        startFace       4583867; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightPanel 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          14550; 

        startFace       4589412; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightFrontTire_Outside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          680; 

        startFace       4603962; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightRearTire_Outside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          660; 

        startFace       4604642; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightWindows 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          11236; 

        startFace       4605302; 

    } 

    Caravan.Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 
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        nFaces          4352; 

        startFace       4616538; 

    } 

    Caravan.LowerHood 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          3456; 

        startFace       4620890; 

    } 

    Caravan.UpperHood 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          3338; 

        startFace       4624346; 

    } 

    Caravan.Windshield 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          7501; 

        startFace       4627684; 

    } 

    Caravan.Roof 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          13894; 

        startFace       4635185; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4649079; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          674; 

        startFace       4649315; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftFrontTire_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4649989; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftRearTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4650225; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftRearTire_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          660; 

        startFace       4650461; 

    } 

    Caravan.LeftRearTire_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4651121; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightFrontTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4651357; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightFrontTire_Inside 

    { 
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        type            wall; 

        nFaces          680; 

        startFace       4651593; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightFrontTire_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4652273; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightRearTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4652509; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightRearTire_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          660; 

        startFace       4652745; 

    } 

    Caravan.RightRearTire_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          236; 

        startFace       4653405; 

    } 

    Caravan.Bottom_FrontSection 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          25876; 

        startFace       4653641; 

    } 

    Caravan.Bottom_RearSection 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          4937; 

        startFace       4679517; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftSide 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          58597; 

        startFace       4718390; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightSide 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          58408; 

        startFace       4776987; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          1763; 

        startFace       4835395; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.Hood 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          1642; 

        startFace       4837158; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.Windscreen 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          2672; 

        startFace       4838800; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RearDoors 
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    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          7312; 

        startFace       4841472; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.Roof 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          32526; 

        startFace       4848784; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftSteerTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          148; 

        startFace       4881310; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftSteerTire_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          423; 

        startFace       4881458; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightSteerTire_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          148; 

        startFace       4881881; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightSteerTire_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          423; 

        startFace       4882029; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          326; 

        startFace       4882452; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          1144; 

        startFace       4882778; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftDriveTires_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          324; 

        startFace       4883922; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          322; 

        startFace       4884246; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          1144; 

        startFace       4884568; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightDriveTires_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          324; 

        startFace       4885712; 

    } 
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    TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          784; 

        startFace       4886036; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          2692; 

        startFace       4886820; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.LeftTrailerTires_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          784; 

        startFace       4889512; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Back 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          784; 

        startFace       4890296; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Inside 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          2694; 

        startFace       4891080; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.RightTrailerTires_Front 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          784; 

        startFace       4893774; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.TractorBottom 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          16000; 

        startFace       4894558; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.StepUp 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          1540; 

        startFace       4910558; 

    } 

    TractorTrailer.TrailerBottom 

    { 

        type            wall; 

        nFaces          29968; 

        startFace       4912098; 

    } 

) 

 

// ************************************************************************* // 
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Appendix “E” 

 

The four boundary condition files for Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 

file “epsilon” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volScalarField; 

    location    "0"; 

    object      epsilon; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

dimensions      [0 2 -3 0 0 0 0]; 

internalField   uniform 3.3398e-05; 

boundaryField 

{ 

    Inlet 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform 3.3398e-05; 

    } 

    Outlet 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    LeftWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    RightWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    Sky 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    "Ground.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "Caravan.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "TractorTrailer.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

} 
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file “k” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volScalarField; 

    location    "0"; 

    object      k; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

dimensions      [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0]; 

internalField   uniform 0.001157; 

boundaryField 

{ 

    Inlet 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform 0.001157; 

    } 

    Outlet 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    LeftWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    RightWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    Sky 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    "Ground.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "Caravan.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "TractorTrailer.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

} 
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file “p” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volScalarField; 

    object      p; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

dimensions      [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0]; 

internalField   uniform 0; 

boundaryField 

{ 

    Inlet  

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    Outlet 

    {     

        type            fixedValue; 

        value            uniform 0; 

    } 

    LeftWall 

    {     

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    RightWall 

    {     

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    Sky 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    "Ground.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "Caravan.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    "TractorTrailer.*" 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

} 
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file “U” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version     2.0; 

    format      ascii; 

    class       volVectorField; 

    location    "0"; 

    object      U; 

} 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

dimensions      [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0]; 

internalField   uniform (33.333 0 0); 

boundaryField 

{ 

    Inlet 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (33.333 0 0); 

    } 

    Outlet 

    { 

        type            zeroGradient; 

    } 

    LeftWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    RightWall 

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    Sky  

    { 

        type            symmetryPlane; 

    } 

    "Ground.*" 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (33.333 0 0); 

    } 

    "Caravan.*" 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

    "TractorTrailer.*" 

    { 

        type            fixedValue; 

        value           uniform (0 0 0); 

    } 

} 
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Appendix “F” 

 

The three system files for Case_120kph_5m_Mesh#A 

 

file “controlDict” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version      2.0; 

    format       ascii; 

    class        dictionary; 

    object       controlDict; 

} 

application      simpleFoam; 

startFrom        latestTime; 

startTime        0; 

stopAt           endTime; 

endTime          10000; 

deltaT           1; 

writeControl     timeStep; 

writeInterval    10; 

purgeWrite       0; 

writeFormat      ascii; 

writePrecision   7; 

writeCompression  off; 

timeFormat       general; 

timePrecision    6; 

runTimeModifiable  true; 

functions 

{ 

    forcesCaravan 

    { 

        type   forces; 

        functionObjectLibs ( "libforces.so" ); 

        patches  ( "Caravan.*" ); 

        rhoName         rhoInf; 

        pName   p; 

        UName     U; 

        log       true; 

        rhoInf   1.225; 

        CofR   ( 0 0 0 ); 

        outputControl  timeStep; 

        outputInterval       1; 

    } 

    forcesTractorTrailer 

    { 

        type   forces; 

        functionObjectLibs ( "libforces.so" ); 

        patches  ( "TractorTrailer.*" ); 

        rhoName         rhoInf; 

        pName   p; 

        UName     U; 

        log       true; 

        rhoInf   1.225; 

        CofR   ( 0 0 0 ); 

        outputControl  timeStep; 

        outputInterval       1; 

    } 

}; 
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file “fvSchemes” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version      2.0; 

    format       ascii; 

    class        dictionary; 

    object       fvSchemes; 

} 

ddtSchemes 

{ 

    default          steadyState; 

} 

gradSchemes 

{ 

    default          Gauss linear; 

} 

divSchemes 

{ 

    default          none; 

    div(phi,U)       Gauss upwind; 

    div(phi,k)       Gauss upwind; 

    div(phi,epsilon)   Gauss upwind; 

    div((nuEff*dev(T(grad(U)))))  Gauss linear; 

} 

laplacianSchemes 

{ 

    default          Gauss linear corrected; 

} 

interpolationSchemes 

{ 

    default          linear; 

    interpolate(U)   linear; 

} 

snGradSchemes 

{ 

    default          limited 0.5; 

} 

fluxRequired 

{ 

    default          no; 

    p; 

} 
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file “fvSolution” 

 
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\ 

| =========                 |                                                 | 

| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           | 

|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.1.1                                 | 

|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      | 

|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 | 

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

FoamFile 

{ 

    version      2.0; 

    format       ascii; 

    class        dictionary; 

    object       fvSolution; 

} 

solvers 

{ 

    p 

    { 

        solver            GAMG; 

        tolerance         1e-15; 

        relTol            0.1; 

        smoother          GaussSeidel; 

        nPreSweeps        0; 

        nPostSweeps       2; 

        cacheAgglomeration  on; 

        agglomerator      faceAreaPair; 

        nCellsInCoarsestLevel 6; 

        mergeLevels       1; 

    } 

    U 

    { 

        solver            smoothSolver; 

        smoother          GaussSeidel; 

        tolerance         1e-15; 

        relTol            0.1; 

        nSweeps           1; 

    } 

    epsilon 

    { 

        solver            smoothSolver; 

        smoother          GaussSeidel; 

        tolerance         1e-15; 

        relTol            0.1; 

        nSweeps           1; 

    } 

    k 

    { 

        solver            smoothSolver; 

        smoother          GaussSeidel; 

        tolerance         1e-15; 

        relTol            0.1; 

        nSweeps           1; 

    } 

} 

SIMPLE 

{ 

    nNonOrthogonalCorrectors  4; 

    residualControl 

    { 

        p                1e-3; 

        U                1e-3; 

        k                1e-3; 

        epsilon          1e-3; 

    } 

} 

relaxationFactors 

    { 

        p                0.3; 
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        U                0.8; 

        k                0.7; 

        epsilon          0.7;  

    } 
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Appendix “F” 

 

Additional details about the creation of Meshes #A through #E 

 

Mesh #A 

 

Wind tunnel is a parallelepiped: 

 67.2m long 

 16 m wide, from side to side 

 12m high 

 characteristic length at four corners on the ground is 0.25m 

 characteristic length at four top corners is 0.25m 

 

Location and characteristic lengths of the tractor trailer: 

 front of the tractor trailer is 14m from the inlet 

 characteristic length at all eight vertices on the front is 0.05m 

 characteristic length at all other vertices on the surface is 0.075m 

 

Location and characteristic lengths of the Dodge Grand Caravan: 

 front of the Dodge Grand Caravan is 5m behind the back of the tractor trailer 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface is 0.025m 

 

Inner box around the tractor trailer is a parallelepiped: 

 larger than the tractor trailer by 0.75m on the sides, ends and top  

 characteristic length at all eight corners of the inner box is 0.1m 

 

Inner box around the Dodge Grand Caravan is a parallelepiped: 

 larger than the Caravan by 0.75m on the sides, ends and top 

 characteristic length at all eight corners of the inner box is 0.075m 

 

Outer box around the two inner boxes is a parallelepiped: 

 encloses the two inner boxes with a margin of 0.74m on the sides, ends and top 

 characteristic length at all eight corners of the inner box is 0.15m 

 

Meshing using GMesh: 

 Meshing “2D” takes 24.6s 

 Meshing “3D” takes 283.0s and uses up to 71.8% of 2GB memory 

 Mesh contains: 

   405,930 points, 1,114,696 edges, 742,580 faces, 557,220 vertices and 3,311,165 elements 

 “Optimize 3D” takes 896.4s and improves the four volumes as follows: 

                Illegal tets (Qual < 0.1) 

       Internal volume number       Number of elements              Before    After         

 Caravan’s inner box = #227       537,459    4,289        0 

 Tractor trailer’s inner box = #2227      953,279    7,527        0 

 Outer box = #3027        589,946    4,636        0 

 Wind tunnel = #4026       476,880    3,614        1 

 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” fails dues to insufficient RAM memory 

 

“gmshToFoam” reports 2,412,184 tetrahedra and 8 severely non-orthogonal tetrahedral.  “Mesh OK”. 
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Mesh #B 

 

Changes with respect to Mesh #A: 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface of the tractor trailer increased to 0.1m 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface of the Dodge Grand Caravan increased to 0.05m 

 characteristic length of the inner box around the Dodge Grand Caravan increased to 0.1m 

 outer box is enlarged – all five above-ground faces are moved outwards by 1m 

 characteristic length of the outer box is increased to 0.2m 

 

Meshing using GMesh: 

 Meshing “2D” takes 14.3s 

 Meshing “3D” takes 185.0s and uses up to 50.8% of 2GB memory 

 Mesh contains: 

   260,588 points, 709,795 edges, 473,642 faces, 379,248 vertices and 2,388,115 elements 

 “Optimize 3D” takes 581.6s and improves the four volumes as follows: 

                Illegal tets (Qual < 0.1) 

       Internal volume number       Number of elements              Before    After         

 Caravan’s inner box = #227       201,771    1,274        0 

 Tractor trailer’s inner box = #2227      536,695    3,932        0 

 Outer box = #3027        627,103    4,917        1 

 Wind tunnel = #4026       529,126    4,160        0 

 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” fails dues to insufficient RAM memory 

 

“gmshToFoam” reports 1,799,982 tetrahedra and 6 severely non-orthogonal tetrahedral.  “Mesh OK”. 

 

Mesh #C 

 

Changes with respect to Mesh #B: 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface of the tractor trailer increased to 0.15m 

 characteristic length of the inner box around the tractor trailer increased to 0.15m 

 

Meshing using GMesh: 

 Meshing “2D” takes 9.1s 

 Meshing “3D” takes 114.2s and uses up to 32.7% of 2GB memory 

 Mesh contains: 

   166,089 points, 458,714 edges, 306,144 faces, 243,468 vertices and 1,507,628 elements 

 “Optimize 3D” takes 304.2s and improves the four volumes as follows: 

                Illegal tets (Qual < 0.1) 

       Internal volume number       Number of elements              Before    After         

 Caravan’s inner box = #227       212,670    1,277        0 

 Tractor trailer’s inner box = #2227      254,351    1,646        0 

 Outer box = #3027        341,049    2,724        2 

 Wind tunnel = #4026       387,452    3,057        0 

 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” fails dues to insufficient RAM memory 

 

“gmshToFoam” reports 1,128,320 tetrahedra and 2 severely non-orthogonal tetrahedral.  “Mesh OK”. 
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Mesh #D 

 

Changes with respect to Mesh #C: 

 outer box was removed 

 both inner boxes were removed 

 characteristic length at all four corners of the wind tunnel on the ground remains at 0.25m 

 characteristic length at all four top corners of the wind tunnel remains at 0.25m 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface of the tractor trailer remains at 0.15m 

 characteristic length at all vertices on the surface of the Dodge Grand Caravan remains at 0.05m 

 

Meshing using GMesh: 

 Meshing “2D” takes 12.5s 

 Meshing “3D” takes 131.9s and uses up to 40.9% of 2GB memory 

 Mesh contains: 

   217,283 points, 602,994 edges, 401,996 faces, 285,623 vertices and 1,525,462 elements 

 “Optimize 3D” takes 415.0s and improves the internal volume as follows: 

                Illegal tets (Qual < 0.1) 

       Internal volume number       Number of elements              Before    After         

 Wind tunnel = #4026    1,118,996    8,517        1 

 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run once, and takes 438.7s 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a second time, and takes 347.8s 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a third time, and takes 337.0s 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a fourth time, and takes 387.9s 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a fifth time, but did not end after two hours, and was aborted 

 

“gmshToFoam” reports 1,044,499 tetrahedra and no problems.  “Mesh OK”. 

 

Mesh #E 

 

Changes with respect to Mesh #D: 

 wind tunnel is enlarged – all five above-ground faces are moved outwards by 1m 

 

Meshing using GMesh: 

 Meshing “2D” takes 14.4s 

 Meshing “3D” takes 147.1s and uses up to 43.2% of 2GB memory 

 Mesh contains: 

   227,479 points, 630,309 edges, 420,206 faces, 294,008 vertices and 1,563,350 elements 

 “Optimize 3D” takes 458.8s and improves the internal volume as follows: 

                Illegal tets (Qual < 0.1) 

       Internal volume number       Number of elements              Before    After         

 Wind tunnel = #4026    1,138,976    8,880        1 

 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run once, takes 448.1s and leaves Qual > 0.2 for all tetrahedra 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a second time, takes 353.2s and leaves Qual > 0.25 for all tetrahedra 

“Optimize 3D (Netgen)” was run a third time, takes 344.2s and leaves Qual > 0.25 for all tetrahedra 

 

“gmshToFoam” reports 1,065,526 tetrahedra and no problems.  “Mesh OK”. 
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Appendix “G” 

 

Listing of the file “WindTunnel_5m_Mesh#E.geo.txt” 
 
// GMesh file for the wind tunnel 

Mesh.RandomFactor = 1e-6; 

// 

// Point definitions begin at Point(4001) 

// Element definitions begin at Line(4001) 

//  

// Wind tunnel size and discretization 

RegionLength = 69.2; // Length of region, in meters 

RegionHalfwidth = 9; // Halfwidth of region, in meters 

RegionHeight = 13; // Height of region, in meters 

lcRegionTop = 0.25; 

lcRegionGround = 0.15; 

// 

// Specify the position and characteristic lengths of the Tractor Trailer 

xTT = 15; 

zTT = 0; 

lcTTFront = 0.15; 

lcTTBack = 0.15; 

lcTTSides = 0.15; 

lcTTTires = 0.15; 

// 

// Specify the position and characteristic lengths of the Dodge Grand Caravan 

// Note that the rear bumper of the Tractor Trailer is X = 37.2m. 

xCaravan = 37.2 + 5; 

zCaravan = 0;            

lcCaravanFront = 0.075; 

lcCaravanBack = 0.075; 

lcCaravanSides = 0.075; 

lcCaravanTires = 0.075; 

lcCaravanInnerBox = 0.075; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Choose which vehicles to place on the highway 

Include "DodgeGrandCaravan.geo.txt"; 

Include "TractorTrailer.geo.txt"; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Caravan into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Caravan = Surface Loop{151} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of four tires = Line Loops{86, 104, 122, 140} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "Caravan.*"  

// 

// Definitions needed to merge the Tractor Trailer into the wind tunnel: 

//   Surface Loop of outside off-ground of Tractor Trailer = Surface Loop{2149} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two steer tires = Line Loops{2068, 2078} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two drive tires = Line Loops{2092, 2107} 

//   Line Loops of bottoms of two trailer tires = Line Loops{2122, 2137} 

//   Defined name of the outer surfaces = "TractorTrailer.*" 

// 

// Define the 8 vertices of the parallelepiped 

Point(4001) = {0, 0, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4002) = {RegionLength, 0, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4003) = {RegionLength, RegionHeight, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4004) = {0, RegionHeight, RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4005) = {0, 0, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4006) = {RegionLength, 0, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionGround}; 

Point(4007) = {RegionLength, RegionHeight, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

Point(4008) = {0, RegionHeight, -RegionHalfwidth, lcRegionTop}; 

// 

// Define the 12 edges of the parallelepiped 

Line(4001) = {4001, 4002}; 

Line(4002) = {4002, 4003}; 

Line(4003) = {4003, 4004}; 

Line(4004) = {4004, 4001}; 

Line(4005) = {4001, 4005}; 
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Line(4006) = {4002, 4006}; 

Line(4007) = {4003, 4007}; 

Line(4008) = {4004, 4008}; 

Line(4009) = {4005, 4006}; 

Line(4010) = {4006, 4007}; 

Line(4011) = {4007, 4008}; 

Line(4012) = {4008, 4005}; 

// 

// Define the 6 faces of the parallelepiped, directed outwards 

Line Loop(4013) = {4001, 4002, 4003, 4004};  // Left side 

Line Loop(4014) = {4006, 4010, -4007, -4002}; // Behind 

Line Loop(4015) = {-4012, -4011, -4010, -4009}; // Right side 

Line Loop(4016) = {-4004, 4008, 4012, -4005}; // Ahead 

Line Loop(4017) = {4007, 4011, -4008, -4003}; // Above 

Line Loop(4018) = {4005, 4009, -4006, -4001};  // Below 

// 

// Define 5 of the 6 surfaces of the parallelepiped. 

Plane Surface(4019) = {4013};    // Left side 

Plane Surface(4020) = {4014};    // Behind 

Plane Surface(4021) = {4015};    // Right side 

Plane Surface(4022) = {4016};    // Ahead 

Plane Surface(4023) = {4017};    // Above 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the ground to exclude the bottoms of the tires 

//   For the Caravan, the Line Loops are {86, 104, 122, 140} 

//   For the Tractor Trailer, the Line Loops are {2068, 2078, 2092, 2107, 2122, 2137} 

Plane Surface(4024) = {4018, 86, 104, 122, 140, 2068, 2078, 2092, 2107, 2122, 2137}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define the exterior surface of the wind tunnel.  The minus signs make the 

// surfaces point inwards so the volume is an interior.  The surface excludes 

// the bottom of the tires. 

Surface Loop(4025) = {-4019, -4020, -4021, -4022, -4023, -4024}; 

// 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// Define the Volume of the wind tunnel.  The first item is the surface loop of  

// the wind tunnel.  The second item are the holes created by the surfaces of 

// the vehicles.  

//    For the Caravan, the Surface Loop is {151} 

//    For the Tractor Trailer, the Surface Loop is {2149} 

Volume(4026) = {4025, 151, 2149}; 

// ***************************************************************************** 

// 

// Define physical elements for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Surface("Inlet") = {4022}; 

Physical Surface("Outlet") = {4020}; 

Physical Surface("LeftWall") = {4019}; 

Physical Surface("RightWall") = {4021}; 

Physical Surface("Sky") = {4023}; 

Physical Surface("Ground") = {4024}; 

// 

// Define physical volume for OpenFoam's use 

Physical Volume("Internal") = {4026}; 
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Appendix “H” 
 

Forces and moments calculated by simpleFoam 
 

Forces acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 120kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m          209      681.751     -182.6519      7.72006     17.84994     2.02233      0.06181914 

7.5m        206      720.5724    -104.1189    -30.28089     18.1333      2.186833    -0.06462431 

10m         197      724.8423     -94.1655    -19.6852      18.6559      2.29697     -0.1909656 

12.5m       200      737.7238    -140.6634     12.06381     18.27292     2.277215     0.1568268 

15m         221      784.6831    -123.3589     21.39238     18.23992     2.049466    -0.08572565 

17.5m       213      796.2368    -173.9353      8.900668    18.1747      2.106559     0.01732078 

20m         205      850.2091    -197.5814     11.00591     17.9609      2.116419    -0.02273382 

Van alone   180     1191.715     -498.3889      7.951798    17.3504      1.243942    -0.2005039 

 

Forces acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 110kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m          209      572.8143    -153.7017      6.507584    15.15438     1.713847     0.04883056 

7.5m        203      605.5825     -85.32831   -25.52984     15.38024     1.852767    -0.0562449 

10m         234      601.9217     -70.77577   -15.88704     16.00428     1.977519    -0.159381 

12.5m       200      619.8358    -117.7089     10.10983     15.51681     1.93331      0.1333889 

15m         221      659.3135    -103.602      17.9863      15.47787     1.737257    -0.0723568 

17.5m       202      671.6138    -148.0259      7.01912     15.41838     1.778137     0.02181044 

20m         204      714.9819    -168.4262     10.04693     15.24718     1.795848    -0.01545406 

Van alone   182     1001.614     -419.3323      6.800771    14.78313     1.066163    -0.1655146 

 

Forces acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 100kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m          209     473.3483    -127.2591      5.3752      12.66362     1.430047     0.04041197 

7.5m        204     500.4467     -71.2248    -20.90867     12.8561      1.546525    -0.04565666 

10m         200     502.5284     -65.11101   -13.53791     13.24402     1.628084    -0.1343466 

12.5m       198     512.6874     -97.38011     8.399396    12.96634     1.614091     0.1104522 

15m         219     545.0871     -85.85862    14.79992     12.94422     1.45065     -0.06023975 

17.5m       204     554.5575    -122.2377      5.710278    12.89222     1.486754     0.01819335 

20m         204     590.8253    -139.1834      8.236436    12.75166     1.499744    -0.01307774 

Van alone   178     827.5679    -345.6069      5.088341    12.4348      0.901215    -0.1374233 

 

Moments acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 120kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                   1.8948      -325.5238    -8652.873    0.02862973  -2.893868      73.23406 

7.5m               -20.36397     1446.23      -5375.615   -0.0510124    3.088394      86.13101 

10m                -21.12117      987.9996    -5101.289   -0.1742239    9.570116      97.00403 

12.5m               10.28551     -638.7046    -7751.633    0.1942553   -7.89454      102.1257 

15m                  4.562482   -1179.881     -7141.372    0.05979282   4.763621      94.96106 

17.5m                4.371741    -532.3044   -10329.96     0.10192     -1.265354     103.8841 

20m                  9.22693     -671.7232   -12223.26    -0.06183634   1.564228     110.3675 

Van alone           12.06389     -304.19     -21735.26     0.03848196   7.41752       38.32206 

 

Moments acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 110kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                   1.581709    -274.3541    -7280.856    0.02326311  -2.303642     62.04869 

7.5m               -17.17656     1218.825     -4412.4     -0.04540178   2.681947     72.97074 

10m                -16.93382      797.562     -3861.468   -0.144216     7.968511     83.43334 

12.5m                8.641634    -535.3095    -6488.706    0.1651222   -6.715931     86.70216 

15m                  3.846202    -992.0335    -5997.833    0.05065349   4.022114     80.48554 

17.5m                3.74993     -422.4132    -8787.305    0.08908582  -1.455405     87.67166 

20m                  8.212674    -612.2527   -10417.89    -0.04573093   1.100763     93.66507 

Van alone           10.27176     -260.496    -18287        0.03575372   6.137879     32.87671 

 

Moments acting on the Dodge Grand Caravan at 100kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                   1.28295    -226.677      -6027.87      0.01901308  -1.90728      51.76219 

7.5m               -14.08559     998.7844     -3680.816    -0.0361445    2.181044     60.89787 

10m                -14.52796     679.446      -3527.672    -0.1224327    6.732907     68.73359 

12.5m                7.234007   -444.7518     -5368.219     0.1374557   -5.561453     72.38673 

15m                  3.146966   -816.2835     -4970.218     0.04261152   3.349328     67.19498 

17.5m                3.011748   -343.9965     -7256.763     0.07525414  -1.216101     73.29668 

20m                  6.728553   -501.9749     -8609.123    -0.03843393   0.9294553    78.20726 

Van alone            8.038631   -193.446     -15072.61      0.02694278   5.097174     27.81961 
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Forces acting on the tractor trailer at 120kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m                  5874.488     394.6457     -19.83391    118.5489     7.557657     0.26473 

7.5m                6025.994     268.5348     -21.18705    113.4714     7.238601     1.287533 

10m                 6069.243     180.2088      43.89306    131.3134     8.711558    -0.22776 

12.5m               6017.687     284.7937     -67.39188    120.6771     7.634485     0.5155284 

15m                 6078.485     269.6443     110.673      115.329      6.918365    -0.05511938 

17.5m               6206.205     136.8086      16.25962    112.2013     7.479696     0.07871734 

20m                 6081.005     160.2186      24.89989    114.4746     6.048132    -0.0764594 

T.T. alone  181     6000.534     223.6003     -28.68442    119.948      7.561319    -0.260297 

 

Forces acting on the tractor trailer at 110kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m                  4936.198     331.9754    -16.80735     100.8741     6.410419     0.2310298 

7.5m                5063.444     225.6202    -18.41226      96.89856    6.168865     1.095633 

10m                 5095.78      153.8476     36.38849     111.8914     7.414775    -0.1712184 

12.5m               5056.558     239.4236    -56.64757     102.7564     6.489264     0.4375349 

15m                 5107.995     226.2987     92.52618      98.5349     5.929435    -0.04117986 

17.5m               5214.051     117.4934     16.11474      96.10826    6.437365     0.09293684 

20m                 5108.08      135.459      26.80115      97.90611    5.199933    -0.07088436 

T.T. alone  178     5042.698     185.7523    -24.03882     102.414      6.462447    -0.2208196 

 

Forces acting on the tractor trailer at 100kph 

Separation  Iter   Fx-pressure  Fy-pressure  Fz-pressure  Fx-viscous   Fy-viscous   Fz-viscous 

5m                  4079.197     274.7378    -13.99662     84.54557     5.354505     0.1980596 

7.5m                4184.232     186.7875    -14.84585     81.50252     5.179932     0.9173202 

10m                 4214.418     124.6394     31.62103     93.68435     6.20692     -0.1301564 

12.5m               4179.128     198.7936    -47.30364     86.19892     5.427168     0.3883488 

15m                 4220.407     188.637      76.42678     82.96217     5.011496    -0.02948818 

17.5m               4309.628      94.58438    10.6132      81.05566     5.462493     0.05702085 

20m                 4221.002     111.4505     21.56187     82.49967     4.404561    -0.04699388 

T.T. alone  194     4165.9       154.5591    -20.34362     85.99911     5.423803    -0.1379755 

 

Moments acting on the tractor trailer at 120kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                  -77.91441     358.6194      12.95221  -0.1371038    -7.129543   -118.8534 

7.5m                -53.20673    -512.0699   -3041.31      2.545053    -22.10608    -103.8166 

10m                  84.25675   -2914.664    -6128.367     0.1736058   -13.33242    -126.4061 

12.5m              -137.1586     1719.873    -3775.619     0.1052611    -7.47923    -131.6368 

15m                 234.3449    -2937.662    -4311.512    -0.3143625     1.077987   -113.2963 

17.5m               103.1052     -292.4606   -8099.958     0.2293533     7.945165    -98.53834 

20m                  66.11313    -833.6673   -7319.05     -0.1236725     0.7257965  -142.8879 

T.T. alone          -67.53354    1506.632    -4783.769     0.3911431     3.936786   -132.1739 

 

Moments acting on the tractor trailer at 110kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                  -65.49944     304.6738      14.30243  -0.1133346    -6.130812   -101.4812 

7.5m                -44.79362    -417.9279   -2571.886     2.179393    -19.0809      -88.85087 

10m                  68.96227   -2466.711    -5042.981     0.1587188   -11.02028    -107.6033 

12.5m              -115.2252     1445.04     -3171.639     0.09462016   -6.370312   -112.2041 

15m                 196.4447    -2470.1      -3624.5      -0.2518926     0.9427948   -96.59564 

17.5m                89.96188    -271.5815   -6769.698     0.22204       5.607796    -83.96005 

20m                  64.56171    -794.1117   -6139.178    -0.1099114     0.9196815  -121.6595 

T.T. alone          -56.467      1259.356    -4082.356     0.313084      3.525451   -112.556 

 

Moments acting on the tractor trailer at 100kph 

Separation         Mx-pressure  My-pressure  Mz-pressure  Mx-viscous   My-viscous   Mz-viscous 

5m                  -54.12552     253.7101      15.82262  -0.09150096   -5.185012   -85.35416 

7.5m                -36.16412    -350.9078   -2118.443     1.839882    -16.14777    -74.83874 

10m                  60.12342   -2025.416    -4251.314     0.1570911    -9.395709   -90.2797 

12.5m               -95.44099    1212.957    -2596.742     0.09581928   -5.841414   -94.33999 

15m                 162.4056    -2040.222    -2962.471    -0.2250781     0.8678246  -81.09642 

17.5m                70.30851    -168.7788   -5651.428     0.1865356     5.035928   -70.38537 

20m                  52.08024    -662.2354   -5093.836    -0.07797615    0.5537314 -102.1205 

T.T. alone          -45.54093    1045.528    -3295.542     0.3317912     2.438356   -94.342 

 

 

 


